
MEMORANDUM 

September 24* 1957 

To: All NAEB Committee Chairmen 

cc: Harry J. Skornia 

From: Burton Paulu 

Subject: Report to Annual Convention. - 

As you know, it is customary for NAEB committee chairmen to 
report to the membership at the annual convention of the 
Association. In arranging these reports, we have found that it 
expedites the presentations if each committee chairman supplies 
our headquarters with a written report which can be dittoed and 
distributed at the convention. The chairman then need give only 
a brief oral report, and be available for questions from the 
floor. 

Would each of you who has not already done so, therefore, 
please prepare a report of the activities of your committee 
during the past year? The exact length, of course, depends upon 
how much you have to say* I would suggest not more than three 
or four pages at the most, although a few paragraphs will be 
enough if you think that will suffice. These reports should be 
sent to headquarters by October 4 (14 Gregory Hall, University 
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois) for dittoing and distribution at 
the annual meeting. 



ADDRESSES OF NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

1 
4* Dr. Burton Paulu, President, NAEB, Station KUOM, University of Minnesota, 

Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Z. Dr. Harry J. Skornia, Executive Director, National Association of Educational 

Broadcasters, Hi Gregory Hall, Urbana, Illinois 
3- Professor Gale Adkins, Director, Office of Radio-TV Research, University of Kansas 

Lawrence, Kansas 
V/ Dr. Sam L. Becker, Director, Television tenter. State University of Iowa, 

Iowa City, Iowa 
$, Mr. Robert Coleman, Manager, Stations WKAR-MAR-FM, Michigan State University, 

East Lansing, Michigan 
O' Professor Clarence Flick, 833 9th Street, Santa Monica, California 
7, Dr. Kenneth Harwood, Chairman, Department of Telecommunications, University of 

Southern California, Los Angeles, California 
Dr. Irving R. Merrill, Director, Television Research, Michigan State University, 

East Lansing, Michigan 
?, Dr. I. Keith Tyler, Director, Institute for Education by Radio-TV, Ohio State 

University, Columbus, Ohio 
—DPr-Bi-chard E-.Hull, Director r The Ohio State University 

Columbus, Ohio 
/D Mr. Raymond D. Cheydleur, Ass't. Dir., University Broadcasting Services, 

Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 



TO s NAEB Research Committee 

FROM* Raymond D« Cheydleur, Chairman 

RE* Topic Material For the Research Seminar 

DATE* September 30f 1957 

No deadline was set on the acceptance of ideas for the NAEB Re¬ 
search Seminaro As these keep coming in, I®11 pass them along as 
quickly as they arrive o 

ROSE J. JONES, Director, KANW, Albuquerque Public Schools 

"Some of the problems that confront us are as follows* 

Rentention and loss of material presented by ETV teachero 

Value and/or detriments of having children in studio during 
ETV telecast (on and/or off camera) 

Talk-back set-up for tv teaching - value of, technical 
side, etco 

Which child profits most from ETV — lev: or high aptitude0 
What about average aptitude? 

Choice of instructor - good classroom teaching techniques 
best criteria? 

Does whole-hearted acceptance of ETV in classroom wear off 
after newness is gone (after one or two semesters)? 

Does the TV teacher continue to produce at top level - or 
will the TV teacher fall into routine, and lessen the 
amount of preparation, thereby lowering the level of 
approach? Is it wise to use the same TV teacher year 
after year? Or should there be a rotation system 
set-up?* 

BURTON PAULU, President 

nX have read with interest, approval, and much enthusiasm, the 
recent correspondence relative to the NAEB seminar on research 
in educational broadcasting which is scheduled for Ohio State 
University on December 9 through 130 



During the week of September 9-13# I attended a seminar on edu® 
national television instruction held in Washington, D. C., under 
the auspices of the Division of Audio-Visual Instruction of the 
National Education Association,, The seminar was supported by money 
from the Fund for the Advancement of Education, which was interested, 
among other things, in getting information which could be used in its 
nationwide experiment on instructional television in public schools0 

During this meeting I gave considerable thought to our session, and 
some of the suggestions which follow are ideas that occurred to me 
in the course of our Washington discussions® The Washington meeting 
brought together school administrators, curriculum experts, and re¬ 
search men, plus a few people concerned with the actual broadcasting 
process. In consequence, the emphasis was shifted away from the pro¬ 
duction of programs—which is an inevitable (though I don8t mean to 
suggest undesirable) trend in one of our meetings—and placed instead 
on other aspects of the television education process® 

I note that most of the suggestions for discussion at our meeting (in¬ 
cluded in your memorandum of September 13 to I®, Keith Tyler) are oriented 
around (at home) audience reaction to programs® In many cases this was 
not spelled out in detail. I heartily endorse these ideas, but should 
like to suggest in addition a few other aspects® 

It is important that we concern ourselves with certain details of the 
teaching process, which otherwise may become the exclusive domain of 
groups such as DAVI (for which, incidentally, I developed a great deal 
of real admiration during the Washington meeting). Exactly what can 
television do in instruction? Are the worries of teachers about the 
"master teacher" justified? Are there any disadvantages from having 
groups of children all over a school system exposed to the teaching of 
a single instructor? What does all this hold for the learning process? 

Among other things, our seminar ought to review the different types of 
studies currently in process® John Scanlon of the Fund for the Advance¬ 
ment of Education, who was present at the washington meeting, gave an 
interesting summary of the research they are carrying out* We ou$it to 
know about this, so that we will be aware of it. We should fit into it® 
Either we do or don°t cover the same groundj in either case, our de¬ 
cision should be deliberately rather than accidentally taken® 

There also is the research being carried out by the ETRC. What findings 
is it producing? What is our relationship to it? What about the studies 
being conducted in connection with the Hagerstown projects? They,too, 
are appraising their work as they go0 

As to the personnel participating in our meeting, I shall not pass 
upon the qualifications of those people with whom we are well acquainted® 
I think it is desirable, however, to include in this group, not only 
some of our own members, but also people active in other fields® I see 
that Ry Crary nominates Dr® Arthur Wells Foshay® Wells was one of the 
members of the Washington meeting who most impressed me. He is oriented 



in non«>broadcast areas , and yet is temperamentally* and intellectually 
equipped to bridge their points of view and ours0 I therefore should 
recommend very strongly that he be invited. Another good resource 
person would be Charles Hoban, Project Director, Human Factors Study 
Center, Institute for Cooperative Research, University of Pennsylvania. 
He, too, was at the PAFI meeting in Washington© 

I also should like to say a word for Dr© William Ao Mindak from the 
University of Minnesota. I think well of him* he, too, could make a 
good contribution© He is currently, as you know, working on the ETRC 
study relative to the attitudes of the public towards KTCA-TV in the 
Twin Cities©w 

RDCsas 



MEMORANDUM 

September 25, 1957 

To: Raymond D. Cheydleur 

cc: Harry J. Skornia, I. Keith Tyler, Richard B. Hull 

Prom: Burton Paulu 

I have read with interest, approval, and much enthusiasm, 
the recent correspondence relative to the NAEB seminar on research 
in educational broadcasting which is scheduled for Ohio State 
University on December 9 through 13. 

During the week of September 9-13, I attended a seminar on 
educational television instruction held in Washington, D. C., 
under the auspices of the Division of Audio and Visual Instruction 
of the National Education Association. The seminar was supported 
by money from the Fund for the Advancement of Education, which was 
interested, among other things, in getting information which could 
be used in its nationwide experiment on instructional television 
in public schools. 

During this meeting I gave considerable thought to our 
session, and some of the suggestions which follow are ideas that 
occurred to me in the course of our Washington discussions. The 
Washington meeting brought together school administrators, 
curriculum experts, and research men, plus a few people concerned 
with the actual broadcasting process. In consequence, the emphasis 
was shifted away from the production of programs—which is an 
inevitable (though I don't mean to suggest undesirable) trend in 
one of our meetings--and placed instead on other aspects of the 
television education process. 

I note that most of the suggestions for discussion at our 
meeting (included in your memorandum of September 13 to I. Keith 
Tyler) are oriented around (at home) audience reaction to programs. 
In many cases this was not spelled out in detail. I heartily 
endorse these ideas, but should like to suggest in addition a few 
other aspects. 

It is important that we concern ourselves with certain details 
of the teaching process, which otherwise may become the exclusive 
domain of groups such as DAVI (for which, incidentally, I developed 
a good deal of real admiration during the Washington meeting). 
Exactly what can television do in instruction? Are the worries of 
teachers about the "master teacher" justified? Are there any 
disadvantages from having groups of children all over a school 
systern exposed to the teaching of a single instructor? What does 
all this hold for the learning process? 

Among other things, our seminar ought to review the different 
types of studies currently in progress. John Scanlon of the Fund 
for the Advancement of Education, who was present at the Washington 
meeting, gave an interesting summary of the research they are 
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carrying out. We ought to know about this, so that we will be 
aware of it. We should fit into it. Either we do or don’t cover 
the same ground; in either case, our decision should be deliberately 
rather than accidentally taken. 

There also is the research being carried out by the ETRC. 
What findings is it producing? What is our relationship to it? 
What about the studies being conducted in connection with the 
Hagerstown projects? They toyo are appraising their work as they go. 

As to the personnel participating in our meeting, I shall 
not pass upon the qualifications of those people with whom we are 
well acquainted. I think it is desirable, however, to include in 
this group, not only some of our own members, but also people Active 
in other fields. I see that Ry C$Lary nominates Dr. Arthur Wells 
Poshay. Wells was one of the members of the Washington meeting who 
most impressed me. He is oriented in non-broadcast areas, and yet is 
temperamentally and intellectually equipped to bridge their points 
of view and ours. I therefore should recommend very strongly that 
he be invited. Another good//i»esource person would be Charles 
Hoban, Project Director, Human Factors Study Center, Institute for 
Cooperative Research, University of Pennsylvania. He too was at 
the DAVI meeting in Washington. 

I also should like to say a word for Dr. William A. Mindak 
from the University of Minnesota. I think well of him; he too 
could make a good contribution. He is currently, as you know, 
working on the ETRC study relative to the attitudes of the 
towards KTCA-TV in the Twin Cities. 

Well, Ray, take or leave these suggestions. But in any 
case, I am very enthusiastic about this meeting. We should hear 
about it at the convention, both in the Board meeting and general 
sessions, so that our members will be aware of the good work you 
and your committee are doing. 

BP:ds 

public x 

■w 



AlBUQUKROUe NCW MKXICO 

September ?u, 1/7 

S.cornl.. Director 

1): Gregory Hall 
Urban*, Illinois 

Dear Dr* Skornia: 

I hope we ere not too'"late’"~to no-i'nstw » fanillliW tor th» 
NABB Research > tlnar t.c - e -e ,1 at Ohio State, Decanter °-13. 1957. 

The Public Schools of Albuquerque and KANW, Educational nadlo, 
would like to suggest the nar.e of cur research Director lor 

the Albuquerque Public School, 

His name is Hebert Cclgan, and he has been charge of all Albu¬ 
querque Public School TV programming s'r.ce l9hU* ne has pro¬ 
duced and directed over 2$0 educational and public relations 
type TV programs over our local commercial stations, 

Mr, Colgan will be co-director ol the new K1V station .to be located 

on the IT1.TM campus • h s soon as r:.e rCC approves ne^appl * cat ion) . 
Cur nominee has visited Denver, Chicago, and Pittsburgh S1V 
stations, and attended the Institute for Education b Radio 
and Television at Colhmbus, Ohio, last spring. "hen the new 
KTV station goes on the a!r, Mr, Colgan will head the committee 
on Research for eifectiveness and improvement of the oifering, 

both to the community and the in-school viewing. 

//Some of the problems thst confront us a’-e as follows! 

Retention and loss of material presented by BTV teacher. 

Value ar:d/or cfetriments of :.8'’'ng children in studio during 

F/i’V telecast (on and/or off camera) 

Talk-bRCk set-up for tv r.g - value of, technical side, etc. 

Which child profits most from ETV - low or higu aptitude. What 

about average aptitude? 

^ Choice of instructor - goon classroom teaching techniques 

best criteria? 

Does whole-hearted acceptance of 51V In classroom wear off 
after newness is gone (after one or two semesters)? 

tfu// Jhi/si , , , 
4)** Cr-Jbjej h\ -X- JUM. 
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Pqfe t wo 

Does the TV teacher continue to produce at top level - or 
will the TV teacher rail into routine, and lessen the 
amount of preparation, thereby luwerin^ the level of 
approach? Is It wise to use the same TV teacher year 
ai ter year?—n”' there be a rotation system set-up? 

I hope you will consider Robert Collar favorably for Invitation 
to the Research Seminar, because we feel our system and operations 
both in rad’o and TV will be rreatlv benefited by his attendance# 

S'nc e re iy yo *rs , 

RJj/me 

Rose Jeanne Jones 
Director, KANW 



September 30, 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Skornia, Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
3ii Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry} 

I have just received copies of those letters from the University 
of Houston and The Albuquerque Public Schools with reference to 
their nominees for the Research Seminar. 

I don’t like to set administrative policies that can’t be changed 
when needed, however, this material is so late that if we make an 
exception on this, we would have to do it on all the other late 
applications. The final list has been made up and will be in the 
hands of the committee members on Tuesday morning) it would delay 
the returns, even if I could hold them up at this late date, if 
another and revised list was sent out. 

In view of the fact that I feel it essential to get the master list 
to you and Tyler, since it will take considerable time to contact 
the selected nominees and to firra-up those acceptances, I will sticl 
by the September 25, Tallahassee, deadline, unless some truly ex¬ 
ceptional conditions arise. 

Sincerely, 

Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 

RDCsas 

c.c. I Keith Tyler 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

14 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

September 2k, 19$1 

Mr. Raymond D. Cheydleur 
Assistant Director 
Communications and Radio 
Florida State University 
Tallahasse, Florida 

Dear Ray: 

To save time I sent copy of page 2 of Becker’s Sept. 20 
letter to you directly to Keith Tyler. 

M- 
Harry J. Skomia 
Executive Director 

HJS: jwr 
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Hr. Harold E. Hill 
Associate Director 
NAEB 
University of Illinois 
119 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harold, 

Find enclosed report of expenses in triplicate incurred 
during ay participation as consultant to the ETV Management 
seminar on August 83rd. If I have failed to supply you with 
any information on this report please 1ft me know. 

It was a genuine pleasure meeting with the group. 'This 
seminar, frmm a social psychological point of view, was 
extremely significant, In my opinion. It was as if we 
were witnessing some dramatic maturation of the ETV 
movement. The general organization of the seminar very 
conspicuously contributed toward this end. 

1-f13? >lsh t0 thank y°u and your staff for the warm hospitality 
afforded me. A better setting for such a meeting certainly 
could not be found... 

• • ■ » 

*• have Just received another research grant, which, I hope, 
will enable us to obtain more systematic and objective answers 
to some of the questions raised by the group. 

I had a chance to get together with Brice Howard in New York, 
rte snoweo me their set-up, etc. He apparently profited greatly 
from his interaction with the group at Allerton Park. 8 

Please express my regrets to Dr. Skornia for not having had an 
opportunity to meet him. Also—thank youtiry much for scheduling 
my session so that it was most convenient in terms of my return 
from Europe. Warmest regards to Frank Schooley. 

Cordially yours, 

Richard I. Evans 
Associate Professor of Psychology 

RIE/sp 

3 enlcls. 1/2-7/^ 7 



TOi I. Keith ’Tyler 

FROM* Raymond Dc Cheydleur, Chairman 

REs Topics for Seminar 

DATE* September 27, 1957 

Inadvertently the following material was left out of the two 
lists of materials on topics for the Seminar. 

SAM BECKER.9 Dirof Division of TV, Radio, Film, State 
University of Iowa 

Research Projects Now in Progress 

1) Comparison of different methods of using the audience** 
response device for securing program profiles0 

2) Comparison of three methods of teaching the normal 
lecture material is a communication skills course, 
lecture vs television recordings vs students simply 
reading books. 

Topics for the Seminar 

On your question concerning topics to be taken up at 
Columbus, I think this same question can be broadened, how 
w© can standardise our research procedures so that we do 
not run into the hassle that commercial research organizations 
have over which of their surveys truly reflects the broadcast 
audience. ¥e need to first get some ideas on the major prob¬ 
lems which need answering and which can be answered by re¬ 
search® Many cannot. Perhaps we can then place these into 
three categories, those which can best be done by each in¬ 
dividual stations, those which are best done by a group of 
institutions working cooperatively, and those which should 
be carried out by the NAEB with a central research group. 
The last would include those large projects which will take 
foundation support. I realize that this is vague but it is 
the best I can offer today. 

C.C. Harry Skornia 
Burton Paulu 
Dick Hull 
Research Committee 



TO* NAEB Research Committee 

FROM* Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 

RE* Final List of Participants dominated for the NAEB Research Seminar 

LATE* September 26, 1957 

Attached are some of the materials needed to form a decision about the 
nominees to the NAEB Research Seminar* 

List No® 2 of the "Nomination of Participants®,." brings up to date the 
previous material mailed in early September© Both of these lists* plus 
some attached bibliographies too extensive to condense, give the quali¬ 
fications and background information about many of the proposed nominees® 

Although a blank space has been left at the right of the lists for your 
own preference ratings as you study the qualifications, note that two 
alphabetized lists of the nominees have also been included® 

Please keep one of these for your own file and return the completed 
one to this office® It would be appreciated if a 1, 2, 3* ^4, etc®, 
rating be given to all candidates® I realise that this is difficult be¬ 
cause of more than sixty names being submitted, but in order to make a 
final and accurate tabulation wa need to have a rating on each man® 

You may recall that no biographical information was requested or received 
on those nominees discussed at Chicago© All of these, however, have been 
included and the "Nominator" has been listed as "Research Committee0" 

As soon as all results are returned by committee members, they will be 
tabulated and a copy sent to each of you® From this master list, Skornia 
and Tyler will then bs able to make their final contacts® 

Although all of this has taken time, I wonder if you aren’t as pleased 
as I to see so many qualified nominees® This spade work by all members 
will certainly pay off at Ohio® 

CC* Harry Skornia 
Burton Paulu 
Dick Hull 



FINAL LIST OF NOMINEES FOR THE NAEB RESEARCH SEMINAR 

(1) Keep one copy for your file 

Nominator 

(2) Return the other with preference 
rating to Cheydleur 

Nominee 
Reference 

Rating 

lo Research Committee Jo Stacy Adams, No Carolina 

2« George L« Arms George L« Arms, KETC, 
Sto Louis -- 

3o Richard H, Bell Richard H« Bell, Arizona 
State College 

— 

ho E0 G« Burrows Wm Bender, Jr*, Univc of 
Michigan 

-- 

5o Research Committee "Otello Desiderate 
”lat choice of 3 
nominees”. 
Human Resources 
Research Office 

60 W. J, Murphy Fr0 Lo Vo Brett, S# J«, 
Uhiv. of Detroit — 

?« Wnu J, Murphy Wayne Bundy, UhiVo of 
Detroit 

8e Hugh Mo Mis Jess Burkett, Univ<> of 
Oklahoma — 

9o Howard Lo Johnson James Wo Case, KHMA«TV — 

10o Research Committee Roy Carter, N. Carolina 

llo Richard F» Vogl Norman B* Cleary, Iowa State 
College 

12o Gerard Appy Dr* M. Wo Collin, UniVo of 
Georgia 

13o Berman Cooper Berman Cooper, Uhv, of New 
Mexico 

-— 

Hio Research Committee Lucinda Grile, USAA 

l$o Jfyron Curry Ifyron Curry, Unv0 of No Dakota 

l6o Research Committee Ralph Dailard, San Diego 
Schools 

Stanley DeGraff, San Diego 
Schools 

, 

17, Research Committee 



2, 

Nominator 

18 * 

19, John B« Roberts 

20* Research Committee 

21, Haskell Boyter 

22* Ryland Crary 

23o Bob Anderson 

2li* Harry Lamb and President 
Knowles 

25o Edward C. Lambert 

26* Dr* Burrell F* Hansen 

27 o Research Committee 

280 Paul K* Heim 

29« Research Committee 

30o Research Committee 

31« Elmer Go Sulzer 

32o Research Committee 

33o 

3ho Robert W* Kirkpatrick 

35o Research Committee 

36o Research Committee 

37. Edward C. Lambert 

38 F. G* Macomber 

39o Jim Robertson 

Preference 
Nominee Rating 

Dr* Victor Doherty, Portland ■ 
Public Schools 

Dr0 Delwin Dus anbury . 

Dr„ Richard Evans, Houston . , , 

Dr* Warren 0* Findley  _ 

Dr„ A* V* Forshay, Columbia Univ* , 

Dr* John K* Folger _ 

Dr* Herbert Ger jouy, Univ* of __ 
Toledo 

Barton Griffith, Univ* of Missouri , 

Dr* Burrell F* Hansen, Utah State 
Univ* 

Louis Heil, New York Univ* __ 

Paul Ko Heim, Richmond Area Univ* - 
Center 

Earl G* Herminghous • 

Dr. Richard Husband, Florida State ,. . 
University 

George C. Johnson, Indiana Univ* __ 

Joseph Ho Kenner, Human Resources _ 
Research Office 

Dr* S. M*. Kennedy, Jr* Texas Teachers - 
College 

Robert We Kirkpatrick, Ufcion iheo- . 
logical Seminary 

Kretzinger, Oregon . 

Hideya Kumata, Michigan State Univ0 

Edward C* Lambert, Univ* of Missouri 

F. G* Macomber . . - 

Chalmers Marquis, WTTW, Chicago __ 



Nominator 

I4O0 Research Committee 

lilo John C. ScHwarswalder 

h2o James A® Fellows 

li3o Ro F. Schenkkan 

Jill® Research Committee 

Ray Hurlbert 

1*6® A. Be Roberts 

U7o A® B. Roberts 

2|8» John Be Roberts 

hl9o Research Committee 

50® Research Committee 

£Lo Jamas Day 

52 <, Research Committee 

53o Research Committee 

51io Research Committee 

55° F, Go Macomber 

56« Vernon Bronson 

57o Tex Smiley 

58 o Ryland V. Crary 

59e Cj Stevens 

600 Elmer G* Sulzer 

Nominee 

RroMarshall McLuhan, Toronto 

Dro Win® A* Mindok, Univ* of 
Minnesota 

Larry Myers, Syracuse Uhiv® 

R. Co Norris, Univ. of Texas 

John Rarsey, Research Dir®, 
Nat0 Projo AgriCo Com® 

Lou Penoguy, Univ® of Alabama 

William Prange, W. Illinois State 
College 

Dr® Ned Reglein, W. Illinois State 
College 

Prof® John B« Roberts, Ten^jle Univ, 

Howard Rowland, Pittsburgh 

Richard Runyon, Human Resources 
Research Office 

Dr® Wilbur Schramm, Stanford 
Univ® 

Dr® Warren Seibert, Purdue Univ® 

Shepherd, Oregon 

Benjamin Shimberg, Educ® Testing 
Service 

Dr® Laurence Sigel, Miami Univ®, 
Ohio 

Dr® Frank Sloans, Dade County- 
Board of Instruction, Miami 

Tex Smiley, Kansas State Teachers 
College 

Dr. Louis Smith, Washington Uhiv® 

Cj Stevens, Uhiv® of Kansas City 

Elmer G® Sulaer, Indiana Univ® 



Preference 
Rating Nominator 

61* Research Committee 

62* A* B* Roberts 

63. Earl Wynn 

61i. Kenneth E* Thomas 

65. Graydon Ausmus 

66. Ryland W* Crary 

(») Research Committee 
(Cheydleur) 

(b) Research Conmittee 

Nominee 

Percy Tamenbaum, Illinois 

Jeannette Terrell, ¥• Illinois State College 

Wesley Wallace, tfaiv* of North Carolina 

Dr* Forest L* Whan 

Walt Whitaker, Univ. of Alabama 

Dr* Steven Withey, Univ* of Michigan 

**###* # 

Bruce Westley A letter from McCarty 
Univ* of Wise. indicates Westley is no 

longer in research and, 
therefore I withdraw my 
nomination© RDC. 

Ryland V* Crary 
ETRC 

We discussed this at 
Chicago* Whether he is 
to be a panel member or a 
participant, I fail to 
recall* However* will you 
follow through on this* * 
fyier, and then‘"counthim 
in one of these two groups* 

(c) Harry D. Lamb Arnold Hanson, Dean Tyler* Lamb has made several 
Univ* of Toledo recommendations* This one 

for Dean Hanson appeared to be 
the type where a special 
invitation might be sent by you 
—saying that you would like 
to have him sit In on a few 
sessions**«not as an expenses* 
paid participant, etc* 

Chi the final clearance sheet, 
may we have, Keith, the action 
take on the above two items? 
(rdc) 

(d) Some of the locations listed after several names is scanty due to the fact that 
many application blanks were incomplete* 

O 
FSU 9/26/57 
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HERBERT GERJBOX 

Biographical Data 
Date of birth: April 22,1929 

\_ Educational History: 

A. B. 19ii9, University of Southern California! major: Pre-Medical psychology! 
magna cm laude with HI$i Honors in Psychology! Honors Advisor: Lo E. Travis 
Honors^ffiesis: Current trends in electroencephalography. 

MA« 1952, State University of Iowa! aajor: Experimental psychology! Masters 
Committee Chairman* Gustav Bergmann! Masters Thesis: The role of historical 
lawfulness in classical British psychologya 

FhoD 1953# State University of Iowa! major: Experimental psychology! Doctors 
Committee Chairman: Harold P® Bachtoldtj Dissertation: Primary generalization 
In paired associate learning as a function of additional cues. 

Professional History: 

Research Associate 1953~5ii, State University of Iowa! ONR grant research with 
Harold P* Bachtoldt 

Instructor, 195ij-present, Department of Psychology, Indiana University Teaching 
Psychology* Introductory (freshman). Experimental (sophomore), etc* 

Research Associate 1955-56, Indiana University Hearing and Communication Labora¬ 
tory* Full time summer 1955, half time academic year 1955^56* Air Force 
Project research* 

w Clinical Psychologist summer 1956, LaRue Do Carter Memorial Hospital, Indianapolis 
Indiana*, Psychological intern© 

Consultant in Psychology 1956-present, Central State Hospital, Indianapolis, 
Xndianao Consultant in clinical research design* Taught course in research 
methods to hospital staff psychologists. Supervised research* 

Consultant, HumRRO, 1957 fall— 
Consult on research design, statistics, programing. 

Clinical Psychologist summer 1957, LaRue D. Carter Memorial Hospital, Indianapolis 
Indiana. Psychological intern. 

Publications: 

I* "Generalization effects in successive discrimination learning as measured by 
response similarity" by Jervert Gsrjuoy and Harold PQ Bechtoldfc* Final Report, 
Contract Nonr 1261-(00), Project NR I5i-15& Office Of Naval Research. Depart¬ 
ment of Psychology, State University of Iowa, March 8, 1955. 

2o "Two and three item confusion matrices for a set of three English syllables" 
by Herbert Ger juoy. Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science, 1956, 6£, 

3. "Correlation between articulation scores for speech masked by noise and speech 
masked by speech" by James Pc Egan, Herbert Gerjuoy, and Edward J* Timing* 
Technical Report Contract No* AF 18(600)«$71, AFCRC-TN-56-52, 1 May 1956, to 
Operational Application Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Air 
Research and Development Command, Bolling Air Force Base, Washington 25, D. C. 
Published by Indiana University Hearing and Communications Laboratory* 



« 2 « BERT GERJUOY 

lio "The sealing of adjectives ised to describe personality" by Arnold Buss and 
Herbert Gerjuoy, Journal of Consulting Psychology® (in press)® 

V—' 

Papers at major scientific meetings: 

I® "Response similarity in successive discrimination learning as a function of 
stimulus similarity" by Herbert Gerjuoy, Western Psychological Association con® 
vention, Long Beach® California® 19514« 

2c "The summation of paired associate stimulus«»response generalization effects" 
by Herbert Gerjuoy® Psychometric Society—African Psychological Association 
meetings, New York City, 1951»o 

3o ofc publication (2) above: South Bend, 1955® 

lie "The scaling of adjectives used to describe personality" by Herbert Gerjuoy 
and Arnold Buss® Indiana Acedemy of Science meetings® Bloomington, 1956. 

Professional Affiliation: 

American Psychological Association, Midwestern Psychological Association, Indiana 
Academy of Science, Marion County Psychological Association, Indianapolis 
Psychology Seminar, Psychometric Society, Acoustical Society of America 
(American Institute of Physics), Sigma Xi, AMS, AAUP, Psi Ohio 

Current Researchs 

i 1„ Rho and Tau Compared: As Descriptive Statistics, and Testing the I^ppothesls of 
No Association 

2o Interpreting Tests of the Significance of Rank Correlation 

3« (with Irma Gerjuoy) Human Probability Avoidance Conditioning with Reinforcers 
Similar to the Discriminative Responses 

lio (with Marvin ZuCkerman) Verbal Conditioning by Contiguity in Responses to 
Social Ideal Questionnaires 

5o (with Arnold Buss) Response Classes: A Problem of Clinical Research 
Methodology 



JOHN KENNETH FOLGER 
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Date of Birtht 

Barents Names > 

Education! 

Present 
Position! 

Past 
Fbsltionat 

Membership in 
ffroTe ssfoniT 
^FgaTiia££ons 8 

Publicationsi 

Biographical Data 

March 13, 192k$ Atlanta, Georgia 

Dagnall F. and Cenevive M. Folger 

Vest Georgia College, Carrollton, Ga® 
B. A. (Political Science), Etoory University® 
M. A* (Sociology) University of North Carolina 
Fh®D® (Sociology, Statistics minor) University of North Carolina® 

Research Associate, Southern Regional Education Board, 881 
Peachtree Street, N. E. , Atlanta, Georgia© 

19liliU. S. Navy 
19li7<-ll8- Research Assistant, Committee on Southern Regional 

Studies and Education® 
19J|8- Research Assistant, Second National Training Laboratory 

in Group Development* 
19l|8-li9- Research Assistant, University of North Carolina 

Radio Research Project© 
19li9- Research Assistant, Southern Regional Education Boarde 
19149*50- Laboratory Assistant, Social Science Statistics 

Laboratory. 
1950- 51- Research Fellow, Institute for Research in Social 

Science, University of North Carolina 
1951- 53“ Chief, Technical Services Division, Human Resources 

Research Institution, Montgomery, Alabama® 

Southern Sociological Society 
American Sociological Society 
American Statistical Association 
Population Association of America 

"Longevity of Retired Army and Air Force Officers", Human 
Biology, (With C. A. McMahan and Thomas K* Ford)® 

Fuiure School and College Enrollment in the Southern Region® 
"MTiration and Marital Status”, Social forces,"IWiOT^hn Rowan)o 
"Some Aspects of Migration in thoT%nnessee talley", American 

Sociological Review® 
graduates of the Air Corps Tactical School 1921^0» Human 

Resources Research Ins id tuts, Technical Research Report No® 35, 
(with C. A* McMahan and S. ¥. Fotis)* 

Confidence Limits Tables for Small Samples of Blnomlally 
" Pis' tribute dJData7 Hftsaan Resources Research jjasiliuie, Research 

Memorandum No® 6b 
Attitudes of Regular and Reserve Officers; Toward the Korean War, 

Human Resources Research Institute Report, No® HR 6, 
(Classified)® 



FINDLEY, ‘WARREN G0 

Biographical Data 

bo September 23,1905 m0 July 31* 1929 to Georganna Hill .r 
cho Janet Hill Findley, February 16, 1935? Harriet Ann Findley, September 7, X9li3 

AoB0 192? Brines ton University 

M.A* 1929(Yeacher.r» College, Columbia University 
RioDo 1933 

Hii Bet© Kappa, 'hi Delta Kappa 

* 1927^38 Assistant Psychologist, in charge of Student Personnel, Cooper Union 
for the Advancement of Science and Art 

1927-35 Research Associate, College Entrance Examination Board 
1935-38 Tastractor. Measurement and Research, Teachers College, Columbia Uhiv6 

* X938-la6 Assistant Director, Examination arid Testing, New York State Education Dept© 
291}2 Civilian psychologist. Induction Station, Albany, New York 
19iil» Supervisor of Test Construction, U. S. Armed Forces Institute, 

University of Minnesota 
* 19li64i6 Chief, Evaluation Branch, Educational Advisory Staff, Air University, 

Maxwell Air Fbrco Base, Alabama 
194?-li8 Consultant on ©valuation and guidance. Board of Education, Atlanta, 

Georgia 
I9lj8 Professor of Psychology, university of Alabama Extension, Montgomery, Ala© 

9 19lj8-53 Director of Test Development, Educational Testing Service 
1950 Consultant on evaluation. Board of Control for Southern Regional 

Education, Atlanta, Georgia 
1952 Visiting Professor of Educational Measurement, Michigan State Univ© 
1952, 
1955 Lecturer in Educational Measurement, Rutgers University 

* 1953-56 Director of Evaluation and Advisory Service, Educational Testing Service 
19f>h Visiting Professor of Education, George Beabody College of Education 

* 1956 Assistant Superintendent for Pupil Personnel Services, Atlanta (0a©) 
Public Schools 

2956 Regional Advisor, Educational Testing Service 

American Association for the Advancement of Science, Fellow 
American Educational Research Association 

Chairman 19l»34|Jj$ member (19l|6»li7) (I9b9«50) of Committee on Psychological 
Tests and their Uses 

National Council on Measurements Used in Education 
President 1953-51} 

National Society for the Study of Education 
Member of the Yearbook Committee 19l|li“l$6 

National Education Association 
New Jersey Education Association 
American Psychological Association, Fellows Member, Council of Representatives, 

1953-56 
Psychometric Society » Member, Board of Directors 1953-55 
New York State Psychological Association 

President 19l42-ii3 
New Jersey Psychological Association 

President 1951i«55 

Princeton Township Parent-Teacher Association 
President 1951^55 

* Full-time position, 



TO: NAEB Research Committee 

FROM: Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 

RE: Further Suggestions For Study at the NAEB Seminar 

RATE: September 25* 1957 

Earlier this month you received a list of comments and ideas 
from KAEB'ers suggesting various areas of interest to be con® 
sidered at the NAEB Research Seminaro 

The attached list brings this up to date0 

On September 15 the deadline for nominations to the Seminar 
was extended until September 25$ in order that all appli¬ 
cations could be cleared from Headquarters to Tallahassee. 

He are now in the process of compiling all of the names sub¬ 
mitted* as well as those discussed at Chicago. This in¬ 
formation should be in your hands within the next few days 
for your final preference rating. 

RDCxas 

C.C. Harry Skornia 
Burton Faulu 
Rick Hull 



Richard Fg Vogl, Manager, VOI Radio, Iowa State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, Ames, Iowa 

ttA couple suggestions for seminar consideration? What does the American 
audience expect from Radio and TV with regard to program content, that 
is, how much sex, how much realism, how much religion and morality, ete0? 
To what extent should the programing be directed to specific arid neces¬ 
sarily minority audiences such as teenagers, doctors, teachers, business¬ 
men, lawyers? How can the value of such programing be most effectively 
measured? 

Why doesn°t the committee poll the convention delegates for ideas in 
October?1* 

Burrell Fa Hansenj Director, KVSC, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 

**In regard to problems valuable for a Seminar discussion Dr® Hansen 
suggests (1) that more general understanding and recognition of the 
1 commercial ratings0 is needed, (2) that a scholarly method of 
research design and reporting is needed, (3) that we need to penetrate 
more deeply into the "why93" of audience reactions to audio and stimuli 
(as present in radio and tv presentation, (li) that while determination 
of differences as a result of differoing methods, styles, and forms 
of presentation are important, we need also work toward objective 
discovery of causes, (5) that much of our finding of "no statistically 
significant difference" is possibly due to our use of stimuli of too 
gross a nature, and of insensitive instruments of measurement** 

Chalmers Marquis, Development Director, WTTW, Chicago, Illinois 

"We at WTTW feel the need for much more information about the audiences 
and programs with which we work. We would specifically be interested 
in tiiese areas? 

lo What motivates particular educational television program 
viewing by individuals? 

2o What can be found out quantitatively as well as qualitatively 
about total audiences for ETRC programs? 

3o What motivates community organisation participation in helping 
to produce educational television programs? 

Obviously we approach these and all our other problems with a direct 
interest in determining and applying a solution© We face these 
questions daily, and we must provide answers daily* We recognise, however, 
that most of our information about all of them is very incomplete© We 
are therefore vitally interested in whatever research your group may 
undertake which will prove of value to WTTW and to educational tele¬ 
vision everywhere © * 



A© B. Roberts, Director, Audio-Visual Department, Western Illinois State 
College, Macomb, Illinois 

"a0 more research on the relative effectiveness of regular class* 
room instruction and'(I) closed circuit TV of same (ii) relative 
effectiveness of closed circuit TV classroom presentations and 
programs specially prepared for TV presentation© 

b0 research on the optimum length of time for both closed circuit 
and broadcast TV educational presentations for subjects in 
various areas, i©e©, science, social studies, etc© 

Co A study of the elaborateness of closed TV educational pre¬ 
sentations; this involves amount of preparation on part of 
instructor, size of TV crew, lighting, etc© Recommendations on 
basis of findings© 

In addition to the above, I would include research on the effective role 
of closed circuit TV in observation experiences of laboratory school 
demonstrations in teacher training©" 

Harry D© Lamb, Director, WTDS, University of Toledo 

"RESEARCH FROBLEMS 

1# The major need of neophyte broadcast researchers is the statement 
of method in audience surveys both for spread and impact, to¬ 
gether with a statement of their reliability as indexes of program 
value© Not all broadcasters have staff available already trained 
in research techniques, and some of those trained in educational 
research are not trained in survey techniques used by radio and 
television© 

2© A study of program structure in terms of time of broadcast, eon^ 
tent of broadcast, and audience response in terms of extent and 
impact© 

3© A bibliography of educational radio and television research 
techniques, studies, and reports identified clearly as to methods 
employed© 

2u A comparative cost study of educational films, radio and tele¬ 
vision in terms of the 15 minute and 30 minute unit of time© 

5© A study of the composition of groups and contributors to edu¬ 
cational television fund campaigns to determine why they give© Is it 
a sociologically or psychologically different group from contri¬ 
butors to other causes? Is it a one time contributing group or an 
annual contributing group? (What are its dominant reasons for 
giving? Tax exemption, interest in education, prestige, rivalry, 
moral responsibility, in consideration of the gifts of others, etc©) 
(i©e©, does it support educational television in reaction against 
commercial television for one year and then lose interest? If so, 
that are the factors for non-support?) 



Harry D» Larab (cont9d) 

6® A study of audience respore e in terms of prestige factorst 
source of programs—university or other educational source. 
Educational Television and Radio Center(Ford Foundation)* 
klnescope-filntelive, religious or church group, civic groups 
such as symphony orchestra associations, chamber of commerce, 
unions, NoA©Mo Are there value judgements attached to source 
or content that should be stressed? 

7o An exposition of the limits and values of the demographic 
picture of the audience in comparison with the psychological 
picture, or a combination of both, or refinements that could 
be made in applying either 6 

8© A study of the viewing habits of audiences at varying educational 
levels| at varying economic levels} at varying occupational 
levels (teachers, doctors, dentists, lawyers, clerks, office 
workers, machine operators, outdoor workers such as truck drivers 
and mail carriers, etc*)" 



The proposed date at Ohio State University has been set for December 
9-13, 1957. 

The thinking of all the members of the Research Corrmittee should be 
known in this office about October 10, and they'll be passed on to 
Harry Skomia. Headquarters will then contact those nominees who 
have been selected. By the way, as things stand now, almost all of 
the expenses of the participants will be paid for by NAEB (Kellogg 
Funds). 

Thank you again for getting this information to me so rapidly. 

Cordially yours. 

Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 



Sept. 17, 1957 

Dr# Irving R# *ferrill, Director 
Television Research 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Irvt 

Thank you for the list of participants suggested by members at the Chicago 
meeting# Ilqs# has boon passing on those late applications and most of these 
are in by now# By next Monday or Tuesday these will probabl clear Urbana# 

I appreciate it that yon are preparing a two page summary of the Heilsen 
study and its advantages fbr the UAEB# 

It now appears that I will not be able to attend the St# Louis meeting# In 
view of this 1 imagine that Harry would want you to appear before the Board# 
You mentioned in your letter that "it would help in arranging travel pay if 
some more formal request fbr my presence were available," Perhaps this 
should come from Hqs# and 1*11 airmail this out to Harry fbr an early reply# 

Sincerely, 

Raymond D* Cheydleur, Chairman 
HAEB Research Committee 

Harry* 

If you feel Irv should be at St, Louis, would you care to send Mm * more 
formal request in order that he may clear a transportation request from 
his administration-*-**-®* mentioned above. 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE • EAST LANSING 

TELEVISION STATION • WKAR-TV 

September 13, 1957 

Mr. Raymond D. Cheydleur 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Bay: 

Thank yon very much for your kind hope that I might be Chairman of the 
Research Committee next year. Believe me, I hope equally fervently that 
you will be able to maintain your chairmanship because I think you have 
done a splendid job. 

I am enclosing a copy of the list of participants sent to Qfyler. 

I will be hapiy to prepare the one or two page summary on our NCS #2 
proposal. I have decided to write Nielsen telling them the sum of 

^ $4,?00 is beyond our capacity and suggesting some other bases for 
computation v/hich might result in a sum which is more realistic. This 
will mean that there will be available for the Board at the St. Louis 
meeting the following: 

(a) a two page summary of the Nielsen Study and its 
advantages for the NAEB 

(b) an offer from Nielsen more nearly in line with 
what we can arrange to pay. 

I will ship the above information to whoever makes the presentation 
before the Board. I appreciate your suggestion that I make such a 
presentation. It would help in arranging travel pay if some more formal 
request for my presence were available. I was wondering if this should 
come from you or from Harry. It makes no difference at this end of the 
line which one of you signs. 

Sincerely, 

Irving B. Merrill 

Director of Television Research 
IBM/cdm 
1 end. 



SUGGESTED LISTING OE RESEARCH 

SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS 

NAEB Research Committee Members 

Crary, Byland (ETRC) 

Crile, Lucinda (USDA) 

Carter, Roy or Adams, J, Stacy (North Carolina) 

Dailard, Ralph or DeGraff, Stanley (San Diego Schools) 

Desiderato, Otello (1st choice), Runyon, Richard or Banner, 

Joseph H.(Human Resources Research Office) 

Evans, Richard (Houston) 

Heil, Louis (New York University) 

Herminghaus, Earl G, (St, Louis Public Schools) 

Husband, Richard (Florida State) 

Kretzinger or Shepherd (Oregon) 

Eumata, Hideya (Michigan State) 

McLuhan, Marshall (Toronto) 

Myers, Lawrence (Syracuse) 

Rowland, Howard (Pittsburgh) 

Seibert, Warren (Purdue) 

Shimberg, Benjamin (Educational Testing Service) 

Tannenbaum, Percy (Illinois) 

Westly, Bruce (Wisconsin) 

Merrill's Additional Suggestion 

Parsey, John (Research Director, National Project in Agricultural Communications) 

Representatives desirable from: 

Miami University of Ohio 

South, Contact Bob Anderson SREB 

WTTW 



A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY 
2101 Howard Street 

Chicago U5, Illinois 

HOLLYCOURT 5-1^00 August 19, 1957 

Mr. Irving Merrill 
Director of Television Research 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Merrills 

The separate sheet enclosed lists station members of your 
Association for which NCS No. 2 has already compiled and 
released station coverage data. You will note that there 
are only twenty-four stations falling into this class¬ 
ification. 

By way of explanation, our minimum reporting standards re¬ 
quire listening or viewing by at least IQ$ of all families 
in a county, sometime within a month. From a commercial 
point of view this is a low activity level, but when these 
same standards are applied to educational broadcasting, it 
is obvious that relatively few stations have audiences of 
this size. 

In checking over your membership list, it becomes apparent 
that the majority of your stations are FM. NCS asked for 
the inclusion of PM in gathering station listening data 
from the respondents, but here again, the 10$ minimum re¬ 
porting cut-off level almost automatically excludes FM 
from our reporting. 

In June of 1957, we conducted a very detailed study of FM 
receiver ownership and use for a continuous two-month period. 
Using our measurement panel of homes in which we meter all 
set activity and in which we maintain an up-to-date inventory 
of their receivers, we found that only 1of the homes had 
an FM receiver of any type. In 15$ of these FM homes, the 
receivers were out of order for the entire measurement period. 
In an additional 56$ of the FM homes, the FM band was not used 
at all during this time span. Thus, only 29$ of the FM Homes 
did any FM listening. These listeners averaged only 25 minutes 
a day, including those that listened several hours down to 
those that listened one minute or more. By contrast, the 
average AM receiver home listened a little more than two hours 
per day. 



A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY 
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Mr. Irving Merrill August 19, 1957 

The proponents of FM naturally find it hard to believe that 
this low level of ownership is typical and that the amount of 
use is this low. Admittedly, there are rather wide variations 
market by market, but rarely do these levels change more than 
50% or so. When we stop to consider the competitive listening 
and viewing opportunities available to the average home, these 
figures begin to make more sense. 

With reference to means through which your Association might 
acquire data on reportable member stations and on all stations 
as of the date of our study, we can offer to your association 
our complete package of reports in the form normally available 
to advertising agencies. Because of the non-commercial nature 
of your operation, we would merely treat your Association in 
the same fashion as the smallest advertising agency or adver¬ 
tiser interested in the entire U. S. or selected states. 

On the foregoing basis, your Association could have for its 
management and research use 1;8 state volumes on radio, listing 
the coverage of some 3,000 stations alternately showing stations 
within counties and counties within a station*s pattern for a 
gross charge of $2,200. Similar volumes for television could 
be made available for your restricted use for $3,300. If both 
radio and television were ordered simultaneously, the combined 
reports would cost $U,700. 

If the selection of states was limited to the 18 in which one 
or more of your member stations was reportable, this partial 
U. S. package would cost $1,716. It should be pointed out, 
however, that the 18 states would contain radio and television 
information for only three states, radio information for only 
nine states and television information for only six states. 
This would seem to be an uneconomic type of purchase. 

It is also possible for each of the 2k reportable members to 
purchase reports on their own performance (and to supply copies 
to the Association) at individual contract prices of $l£0 each 
for radio members and $250 each for television members. Since 
there are lk reportable radio stations and 10 reportable TV 
stations in this category, this would amount to $U,600 in total, 
but with only limited information on competitive station pop¬ 
ularity in the markets in which these stations are located. 

Frankly, if the expenditure is warranted by your Association, 
I am sure that you would find the complete listing for all 
stations in all areas to represent the most meaningful purchase. 
Through this information, any of your members could determine 



X. C. NIELSEN COMPANY 
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Mr. Irving Merrill August 19, 1957 

the competitive picture locally with which they must compete 
in trying to attract audiences. Even the most popular com¬ 
mercial stations today find this competition to be extremely 
severe. 

In addition to the station-by-station detail, available to you 
by such a purchase, we furnish a U. S. listing of radio and 
TV homes by county and a statistical summary of soire of the 
more important dimensions of radio and TV, including hours of 
set use, location of receivers, out-of-home listening and view¬ 
ing, etc. 

I am taking the liberty of enclosing descriptive brochures 
which clarify the research techniques used and the types of 
information available. If your Association group is interested 
in acquiring any of this information under the types of terms 
I have indicated, I will be most happy to supply you with the 
necessary contract detail. It is perhaps unfortunate that 
our reporting standards eliminate so many of your members, but 
on the other hand, a tremendous amount of information is avail¬ 
able from this source. Any study designed to gather more 
specific detail on lower activity levels than those reported 
by us would be found to be tremendously expensive. For example, 
to merely lower the standards to % of all homes would require 
a doubling of the samples used by us, but even then, with less 
assurance of accuracy. 

If there is any further information that I can supply you, 
please do not hesitate to write or phone me. 

Cordially, 

A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY 

JKC/mlf 
ENCLS. 

John K. Churchill 
Vice President 

ccj Dr. H. J. Skornia 
Mr. Raymond Cheydleur 
Mr. Burton Paulu 



NAE3 MEMBER STATIONS 
REPORTABLE IN NCS NO. 2 

State 

California 

Colorado 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Missouri 

Nebraska 

New York 

North Carolina 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

South Dakota 

Washington 

Wiscons in 

Station 

KQED (TV) 

KRMA (TV) 

WTTW (TV) 
WILL 
WILL (TV) 

WBAA 

WOI 
KWLC 
WSUI 

WG3H-TV 

WKAR 

KUOM - WCAL 

KETC 

KUON (TV) 

WNYC 

WUNC (TV) 

WOSU 

WNAD 

KOAC 

KUSD 

KWSC 
KCTS (TV) 

WHA 
WHA (TV) 

Channel or KC 

9 

6 

11 
580 KC 

12 

920 KC 

61*0 KC 
121*0 KC 

910 KC 

2 

870 KC 

770 KC 

9 

12 

830 KC 

k 

820 KC 

61*0 KC 

550 KC 

690 KC 

1250 KC 
9 

970 KC 
21 



September 13. 1957 

Mr. John K. Churchill 
Tic* President 
A* C. Kielsen Company 
2101 Howard Street 
Chicago 45, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Churchill t 

thank you very much for your letter of August 19. You will be interested 
to know that 2 prepared a report to the ether members of the Research 
Committee recommending that favorable action be taken toward the purchase 
of the complete packa^a of reports in the form normally available to 
advertising agencies. 

Several days ago l received a reply from Dr, Skornia, Executive Director 
of the Association, indicating there is considerable Interest among the 
Officers In securing this Study. However, 1 must be frank and report 
that Dr. Skornia says it would be impossible for us to pay anywhere near 
the $4,700 which Is the standard rate for a profit making advertising 
agency. He adds that he has only available at present about $1,000 
for this purpose. 

May 2 offer the following suggestion? If we can find some reasonable basis 
upon which to negotiate a salt at a lower cost. Dr. Skornia and 1 would bo 
glad to visit your offices and try to reach an agreement which we could 
present for approval to our Board of Directors which meets in St. Louis 
during October. 

Five years ago no one In the VAS3 would hare for a moment coneidared the 
possibility of a purchase in the amount we are discussing today. Five 
years from now it Is nuite possible that our Association will bs soma 
kind of regular cuetomsr of the Nielsen Company not only for coverage 
data but also for ratings. May I suggest this agreement mi^ht well bo 
looked upon as a "pump priming" venture on the part of the Nielsen Company. 

there seems to me to be some justification for the Nisi sen Company to 
supply NCS #2 on an at/below cost basis as an educational donation as the 
Association consists entirely of stations operated by educational or civic 
institutions on a non-commercial basis. 



Mr, John E. Churchill September 13, 1957 

Idge two 

I sincerely hep* «y frank letter will net close the deer to further 
negotiation on tkl* matter, but I felt It beet tc be absolutely honest 
about the current resources of our organisation, I very much hope to 
receive a letter from you indicating you will be able to talk to Dr. 
Skoraia and myself sometime before the meeting of our Beard of Directors 
on October 29 - Beveaber 1, 

Sincerely , 

Irving B. Merrill 
Director of Television Research 



TO s NAEB Research Committee 

FROM* Raymond D® Cheydleur 

REt Nomination of Participants for the NAEB Research Seminar 

DATE? September 16, 1957 

The attached material covers those research seminar nominations for 
participants received by Director Skornia® 

This is not the final list. 

You may recall the Hqs® deadline was set for Sept® 15th® To clear 
material out of Urbana and this office, the final date will be 
Septo 25, Tallahassee® 

You will then receive any additional names, as well as the compiled 
list made up by the committee at its August meeting® At that time 
I will ask you to give your order of preference for the nominees, 
and Skornia and Tyler then can go ahead with the final contacts® A 
copy of this final tabulation should be in your hands around the 
10th of October® 

Please not© on these reference sheets all replies are listed, but 
in all instances I have also tried to give as much basic material as 
could be pulled from the application forms® However, in some cases 
only a name or title was indicated® Where indicated under the 
column "qualifications" the phrase "Submitted in Part lw refers to 
the material dated September 13, 1957® 

Some of these names are unknown to me and lnm glad to note in the 
minutes the selection will be made by the entire committee. 

RDC/as 
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TO* I. Keith Tyler, Institute for Education by Radio-TV 

FROM* Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman, Research Committee 

RE* Suggestions for Discussion at NAEB Research Seminar 

DATE* September 13, 1957 

The attached material consists of (1) various projects underway 
at some of the stations, (2) suggestions and problems relating 
to the seminar information sheet mailed by Harry Skoraia on 
August 9 to "Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives, and 
Associates*," 

Since I am holding all of the return letters on this until we 
can clear trie names of those 'who are being nominated, (Hqs0 
deadline set at Septo 15 and final clearance deadline set here 
for Septo 25) X have pulled from this mass of material the in¬ 
formation you need© 

I have not attested to sort out the ideas© Many of them seem to 
me to pertain to management problems* A few really aren't worth 
listing although perhaps there is a relationship implied between 
the suggester and the person nominated© Or am I stretching the 
point on this? 

Harwood comes up with the usual stimulating questions© There are 
other good ones to be considered© 

If more arrive between now and the 25th, I'll pass them on© 

CC* Committee Members 
Burton Paulu 
Harry Skornia 
Dick Hull 



Armnd I® Hunter , Director5 WK&R-TV, Michigan Stats University 

Suggests the following t developing research studies to 
evaluate the relative audience interest and effectiveness of 
different types and kinds of educational programs on a quali« 
tative basis 

Vernon Bronson, Director, WTSU, Jftami, Florida 

Suggests the followings discussion of wth© establishment of a 
reasonably valid irathod of audience check, which can be 
handled by the average educational station and which is not 
subject to the vagaries and ambiguities of the commercial 
services®w 

Richard H0 Bell, Arizona Stats College 

Believes research should be done in the following £T? areas? 
Xo Study of Educational Effectiveness of observing a class** 

room via T? as compared to visiting the classroom,, 

2e Determination of the influence of implied social values 
in network TV drama on the attitudes of children® 

3® Determination of which aspects of education can best be 
accomplished via TV* 

2j» Seeking specific correlation between use of TV in education 
and cost of education* 

Roy Bartholds Acting Manager, KUHT 

Projects in progress? 
Xo Fund for advancement of Edc Frojeet-Exp series 

Evaluation of film impact in Psychology of Research® 

2* ETRC Research Grant #2 
ET¥ Impact study in terms of depth personality studies of 
audience of frequent viewers vs® non-viewers (b) attitudes 
ehange-as measured by Semantic differential, etc. 

3o ETRC Research Grant #3«Further Impact studies to be imple¬ 
mented® 

t 

bo Pending MSR study of Impact of Biology Series, etc® 



2. 

Needs data on the followings 
10 Further analysis of audience structure with respect to 

specific programing© 

2o More extensive analysis of "audience educability"^ ice©, 
creating interest in programming which has no "built-in" 
interest for certain groups 

3© Systematic examination of "philosophy of ETV" programming 
among various levels of ETV personnel by intensive cross- 
sectioned attitude studies© 

ho Further examination of the scope of "Educational TV" 
stereotype5 etc©* etc* 

Kenneth Harwood, Chairman, Dept® of Telecommunication, University of S, Calif © 

Suggests the following questions* 
1® How may research activities be of more value to all educational 

broadcasters? 

2o How may they be of more value to station management? 

3c How may research persomel increase in ability, number, and 
statue during the coming years? 

ho How may research persomel study the internal operations 
of their stations? 

5o How may they increase the necessary inforaation about the 
audiences and the non^audiences of their stations? 

v_ 

William Go Ibchterman, Director of Radio-TV, Northern Illinois University 

Interested in problems concerned with educational children^ television* ^ 

Sidney Stone, Director of WBGU, Bowling Green University 

Suggests study of finances of closed-circuit operations around the 
country© 

Earl Wynn, Director of TV, University of North Carolina 

Just completed study of attitudes toward ETV® Needs information on 
"audience segments, program needs©" 



3. 

Ray Hurlburt© General Manager, Alabama ETV Commission 

Now working on Research in connection with FAE Grant for ln«school 
telecasting ©n a state wide basis©” Meeds data on simplified and 
inexpensive means of measuring number of viewers©” 

Gerard Appyy Assoc© Dir©, Univ® of Georgia, Center for Conet© Education 

Heeds data on (1) ETV audience impact studies, (2) ETV Audience 
cosmosiiion, relation of audience measurement of ET¥ to commercial 
audience measurement, b» study of importance of credit factor on ETV 
adult educational programs© 

H© M© Martin© Manager, WKKO 

Project in progress2 survey to find reasons for illiteracy and its 
impact on pol±tical«economic and social phases of community life© 
Heeds data on (1) llethods of selling ETV to educators, (2) Scientific 
measurement of ETV station audience and impact (How to conduct such a 
research project©) (3) Study of ETV staff organisations and their 
duties© (h) Study'of audience Impact and reaction through promotioa© 

^ Jlia Miles, Director, WB/IA, Purdues University * 

Dr® Seibert suggests as a starters 1) The problem of integrating |l 
research findings—the into which results may ba fitted 
and from which testable hypotheses may be drawn© 2) I would like 
to hear others0 ideas concerning the selection procedures to be 
used in choosing ETV RTALEMT”© 3) I believe that TV student re¬ 
tention over protracted periods of time needs investigation (small joke)© 
¥© have hopes that our calculus group may serve as a ”Guinea Pig” 
Semple for on© study of this sort© It) X have been wondering what 
criteria, if any, will show greatest TV vs® conventional differences© 
We know that the customary criteria reveal little difference between 
the two separately tau$it groups, yet many insist that differences 
exist-—perhaps they do© If others have ideas concerning the differ* 
anees and the areas in which they ©ceiu?, these should bo valuable© 
If research bears out thsir hunches, we will be in a better position 
t© understand the nature of TV education© 

Myoa h© Curry© Director, KFJfS, university of North Dakota 

We are especially interested in several problems s 
(a) Information on educational program types most preferred at 

given hours of th© broadcast day$ for example, is 1js3G a 
good time for childrens programs, reading program, 
lectures, or discussions© 

(b) When are the pa&k listening periods during the day© 



h< 

(c) Are there any batter education program types aside from 
music most preferred by listeners^ for example, is drama 
a favorite* what about documentary, short talks, interviews 
and so on© 

(d) Do educational, stations tend to provide ^relief programs" 
in contrast to the fare offered by amnmercial stations 0 

(a) Do educational program audiences tend to be cumulative* that 
is are there large numbers of different people reached at 
different times* or does the educational program audience 
tend to bs both small and unchanging© 

¥© J» Murphy, Coordinator, University of Detroit 

Projects in progress? 
FAE project on credit telecourses with viewing groupa on campus© 

Meeds data ons 
Specifications in the classroom (1) sis© of screen and number of 
monitors for classes ©f 25, 50, ICO, 150, (2) placement ©f audio 
receivers for classes of above sige« 

o 
Howard L© Johnson* Executive Director, ERMA-TF, Denver 

Projects under way? 
1© Public opinion survey*. .with particular reference to the 

viewership of KRMA-TF# 

2© Television effectiveness of French instruction© 

Suggests? 73that the problem to he discussad-^^iaight be directed 
toward a definite ^pinpointing” of research on the national level© 

Paul K© Helms Coordinator, Richmond Area Diversity Center 

Problems recently encountered? determining service radius, ^emoting 
UHF in a FHF area, financing© 

C» J© Stevens 9 Director, Radio«TF, University of Kansas City 

Concerned with methods of* 
bow budget installation and operation ©f radio and television 
stations© 

k. 



Carl Ho Menzer, Director, V?SUX, JCSUI 

interested in discussion of the question of s 
"...•the educational broadcasting stations0 services to the 
majority of listeners as to a minority group®” 

Robert Kirkpatricks Director * A-V Center., Union Theological Seminary 
Richmond 

Project underway? $10*000 study ”of our denomination's present use 
of radio and television^ of the anticipated long-term trends of 
the whole field of radio and televisions to study the proposed 
uses of radio and television by other religious groups^ and to 
recommend the course of action*...” 

Heeds data on: whole field of children's radio programs in regard 
to their FM station, ^ants to know ”the extent to which a listener 
audience of children can be built up, what kinds of programs are 
most effective., the best kind of promotion, etc*” 

Allen MillerManager, KWSO, State College of Washington 

"Fundamentally, I would like to see motivational research in depth 
made available to us for guidance of our activities® 1 have heard 
rumors on numerous occasions of motivational research being don© at 
the behest of advertising agendas and sponsors® Perhaps the pro¬ 
jects cion°t justify the designation of motivational research in depth® 
Perhaps the information cannot be obtained in any event® Collation 
of material, however, would bs highly valuable if it is extant and 
obtainable® Otherwise, is it possible for HAEB to get involved la 
research that can help m to find out how to capture and attract the 
attention of the listening public with materials designed for serious 
purpose? Obviously, there are many varieties of such materials® A 
©tart with any of them would be valuable* I think the nose-counting 
surveys could be left to the individual stations® But that which 
penetrates more deeply into the way in which people react or can 
be persuaded to react probably is to© costly to bs conducted byany 
one institution® In any event, I belie vs that facts of this kind 
which are obtained should be available to all institutions®” 

Bemarr Cooper. Director, Radio-TV,, University of Raw Mexico 

"One immediate problem on which several of us would be interested 
to hav® more data would be the motivational factors involved in 
learning by television® Hot enough is known about the individuals 
who take telecourses or their reasons for taking these® Research 
indicates unusually fine results as*® obtained by teleeouree 
enrolls©® when they are subjected to the type of examination In 
a subject area as that administered in a controlled situation®” 



September 10, 1957 

Dr. Burton. Paulu, Resident 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
Radio Station KUOH 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis lb, Minnesota 

Dear Burton* 

Thank you for your letter of September 6 and for your kind comments« 

You will recall that you asked if I would want to appear before the 
Board at St. Louis to present the Neilsen proposal. Since Irving 
Merrill is so close to this and has worked on the matter for several 
years, I am going to ask him to prepare the one or two page summary 
of the basic facts and arguments concerned. I feel that this shouldn’t 
be a word-of-mouth deal and that it would be best to have Irv. there 
instead to answer in detail any of the questions of the Board. 

The Committee has already requested him to follow through on the 
matter and it is only logical to have this completed under his capable 
supervision. 

Harry has forwarded about fifty letters nominating various partici¬ 
pants to the Seminar. I’ll start on this mass of material and see 
if we can’t get it condensed to some sort of workable form. 

Cordially, 

Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 
Research Committee 

RBCjas 

c.c. Irving Merrill 
Harry Skornia 

airmail 



September 11, 1957 

Or. Harry J. Skomia, Executive Tlrector 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
Ih Gregory Hall 
Urban®, Illinois 

Tear Harrys 

to 
Thanks for the nomination* to the Research Seminar. 

I notice that the deadline has been set for the 15th, this Sunday* In 
order to clear any late material coming into Hqs., 1*11 hold final com¬ 
pilation on this .material until it can reach here. Let*s make it the 
25th. 

However,. Ifm already making progress on pulling this together in a 
workable form for the Committee to use. 

According to the Chicago minutes, .Merrill was to provide a list of parti¬ 
cipants to Tyler. —You may recall that there wore quite a few names 
suggested rt that time. Pll got a copy of this and see that it is in¬ 
cluded with the other material to go cut from here. 

I assume that your statement WP11 leave to you the selection15 pertains to 
the su&restlona made by various people, not that of my selecting the parti- 
cipaatef """ '" 

Ihless T hear otherwise, X will follow the minutes and continue to prepare 
a complete master list (with qualifications, etc.) in oroer that all members 
of the sqm ittee may indicate their preferences.. 

So, as things stand now, we should be able to quickly clear this phase of 
the project by the tenth of October. 

Sincerely, 

Raymond P. Cheydleur, Chairman 
Research Committee 

RXCsae 

CCt Burton Paulu 
Keith Tyler 
Irving Terrill 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

14 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

September 5, 1957 

Mr. Raymond D. Cheydleur 
Assistant Director 
Station WFSU-FM 
University Broadcasting Service 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Ray: 

Here are nominations (some ridiculous) for Research Seminar, plus some 
other documents I thought you should have. 

Because of the cost of making photos, after you've taken off the names 
and qualifications, would you send on to Keith Tyler all suggestions 
about what Research needs there are and what the Seminar should do? 

w This won't involve all those I'm sending you, since many make no such 
suggestions. 

I'll leave to you the selection. If any others arrive before deadline. 
I'll send 'em on to you. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J. Skotnia 
Executive Director 

HJS/dc 
CC: Burton Paulu 

Keith Tyler 
Enclosures: Photos: Research Seminar correspondence 



administrative offices 

CITY HALL 

BOARD of EDUCATION 
OF THF CITY OF ATLANTA 

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA 

September 13, 1967 

ft-. Harry Skornia 
HA3B Headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Daar Harryi 

I am plaaaed to nominate ft*. Warren 0. Findlay aa a poaalbla 
participant in tha forthcoming IAS8 Raaaaroh Seminar, ft*. Findlay 
la our Assistant S'>per infcendert for Pupil Paraonnel Sarrioaa. You 
will note from the encloaed data ahaat that hla hae bean a rich 
experience in raaaaroh activities. In addition to hia aooompliah- 
nsnts in hla ehosan field ha la a genial gentleman who la intereated 
in what we are trying to do. Ha and hla department are oooperating 
beautifully in the teleTiaion raaaaroh. 

We need aome am ana of determining tha effeotlTeneae of what we 
are doing. Perhape aome oritera might be developed which would be 
an aid in evaluating aohool broadcasts. Undoubtedly a purview of 
aome of the availabilities in this field will be lnoluded in the 
Seminar Report. In due oourse we shall be turning our thoughts to 
more oareful evaluative procedures. 

Kindest personal regards and best wishes for an outstanding 
seminar. It was good to be with you again at Allerton. 

Cordially, 

Haskell Boyter, Director 
Radio and Television Education 
740 Bis nark Road, I. *. 

HBtmp 

onoloeuro 



Findlay, liarren 3* 

September 23, 1906 a* Si< 31, 192.' t* 
Jarwt Hill Hadley, l^hruary 1935$ 

or - /irma Mill 
*x riot Ann Findlay, 3epte:iA>er 7, 19JU3 

A.3. 1927 Prince ton Univ i 

M#iu H??^T®mcha-r Oolle^j, C>>1. ‘..'rwveraity 
Ph*3* 1933) 

Phi Seta Kappa, P»ii Ttelta Kappa 

a 1927-33 

1:527-35 
1935-3® 

• 1933-46 

1?42 
1944 

a 1946-68 

1947-48 

v?w 

* 1948-53 
1950 

1952 

1952, 
1955 

a 1953-56 
1951 

a 1956 

Assistant Psychologist, in charge of Student Personnel, 
Cooper Onion, for the' Advancement of Science arid Art 
Research Associate, Colley Entrance *r«ination Board 
Instructor, NseeureTcnt anti Caeoar ob, Tnaohers Colic pa, 
Columbia University 
Assistant Piracior, examination' and 'testing, Rev York 
3tata education flepartamt 
Civilian psychologist, Induction Station, Albany, Baa York 
Fupervieor of Test construction, 0« 5* Arsed Foroaa Institute, 
University of *Hnne*cte ' —— 
Chief, Evaluation Branch, ^toeational Advisory 3taff, 
Air University, i4axt*»U Air Scarce Sasc, Alabama 
Consultant on avuluaMcn a 'iidance, iioard of education, 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Professor cf Psychology, Untversit> of Alabama .:jrten*ion, 
Mont^aser'/, Alabama 
Director oi last Davelcprort, iduoaticnal Testing Service 
Consul tan or. evaluation, Uoard of Control for Southern Regional 
Education, Atlanta, Vecr^la 
Visiting Professor of -ducati orvil .teaaumPE.it, >a.chlgan Stata . 
University 

1956 

Lecturer in Educational fteaaimr*mt, Rutger* University 
!>irector jf Evaluation and Advisory Serviee, Questional Testing Sarviss 
Visiting Profeseor of Vacation, Oeorge Peanody (Soilage of Education 
Assistant Superintendent far Pupil Personnel Services, Atlanta (Qa«) Public 

Schools 

Regional Advisor, Educational Tasting Service 

American Association for the Aivanoaasnt of Science, Felloe 
American Educational Rasoerc . Association 

ChairPKivi 1943-41* (19hb-l7J lVi?9-bu; 
Teste and their User { 

HetVonal Council on -«*AeureflWfit.6 ieed in education 
President 1953-54 

National Sacioty for the Study of education 
tenber of tbs Yearbook Coadttoe 19U.-46 

Intlonal Jdueation As&cclation 
Kev Jersey Education Association 
A African Psychological Association, Fellovi fc v**r, Council of Representatives, 

1953-56 _ 
Psychometric Society - teSber, Ikwird of directors 1953-55 
Mew fork State Psycho-'-~ioal Association 

President 1941-13 
Aev Jersey Psychological Association 

President 1954-55 
Princeton Toeuehip P&rent-Teacher Association 

President 1954-55 

a Full-tins position 



UNI VLt SIT Y COU t 01 

C All TON CUIMSH. Dl A 

0, lMICM September 12, 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 
NAEB 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Skornia 

In response to your letter of August 
9th regarding the research seminar, it is a pleasure 
to inform you that the Director of Research for 
tVSC (although no such title exists) is the station 
director. Dr. Burrell F. Hansen. 

Dr. Hansen obtained his Ph.D. from the 
University of Minnesota in 1953. His research was 
in the area of radio program and listener evaluation, 
and titled: "A Critical Evaluation of a Documentary 
Series of Radio Programs on Racial and Religious 
Prejudice.* The programs evaluated in the study 
were in a series of six i-hour documentaries 
prepared and produced by radio station WCCO in 
Minneapolis. The study has been reported in the 
JOURNAL OF THE AERT and at the 1956 Convention of 
the Speech Association of America in Chicago. 
Following the SAA Convention Dr. Hansen was named 
to the research committee of the radio-TV-film 
interest group of the SAA. 

Since coming to this institution Dr. 
Hansen has initiated several Master's degree 
studies much as "Listener preferences in "sports 
announcing," "FM Ownership in Logan," and a "Com¬ 
parison of TV vs. Radio Announcing." For the Utah 
State Extension Service Dr. Hansen planned a study 
(now underway) on "Rural Radio Listening in Utah." 
He has also undertaken two annual studies of 
listenership/viewership to this"institution's 
TV and radio broadcasts. 

In regard to problems valuable for a 
Seminar discussion Dr. Hansen suggests (1) that 
more general understanding and recognition of the 

'commercial ratings' is needed, (2) that a scholarly 
method of research design and reporting is needed, 
(3) that we need to penetrate more deeply into 
the "why's" of audience reactions to audio and 
stimuli (as present in radio and tv presentation, 
(4) that while determination of differences as 



Skornia p. 2 

/ 
a result of differning methods, styles, and form* of 
presentation are important, we need^arlso work 
toward objective discovery of causes, (5) that 
much of our finding of "no statistically significant 
difference" is possibly due to our use of stimuli 
of t<i<o gross a nature, and 4f insensitive instru¬ 
ments of measurement. 

This list could undoubtedly be extended 
but it is suggestive,I believe, of Dr. Hansen's 
general feeling about much of our present research 
in this area. 

Sincerely 

Burrell F. Hansen 
Director KVSC 
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WTTW . D” • ( luniiiul II ‘WINDOW TO THE WORLD” 

CHICAGO EDUCATIONAL. TELEVISION ASSOCIATION 

OFP’ICM AND rruDIO* 

/5 • OMN W TAYLRR _ 
IKCU’IVI MMCTM I 

OFFICERi 

KAST MUMUM DffIVK • CHICAOO »▼. ILLINOIS • MUSSUM 43100 

Septeaker 10, 1957 

(0WtM L RYtRDRN 

LENOX R. LOHR 

REN&LOW f. (MERER 

Dr. Harry Skornla 
National Association of 

Educational Broadcasters 

1U Gregory Hall 
Urban*, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Skoraiat 
RORSRT L FMII 

TRUSTEES 

CUSH.AM R RlMELL 
MRS WILLIAM |. ROWE 

KENT CHANDLER 
JAMES R CUNNINGHAM 
ALERT R f ARWELL 
EVERETT R. GRATE 

TRED R. GURLEY 
iRVINR R HARRIS 
CLAY JWRSRM CU .SMB W HETTCRIMR 

LIAR A LEE 
_ A. SLEM A LLRYR 
ENOS R. LON R 

ERIC 0L0RER6 
GUY S REER 
JOHN T RETT ALI ATA 

EOWARO L RVERSRM 
RENSLRW f. SHERER 

LAWRENCE SUER 
GARDNER M STERN 
MRS J. HARRIS WARR 
RINJAMIN C. WILLIS 
RORERT t. WILSON 

Ca.<a#a NHhN MUtary Hi 

Call** W SI. Erwww 

O.Pa.1 UaI*W»Hy 
Elm karst Calla.r 

Lkk. faraat Cat la* 

Naiiaaal Caila* at EAaaatia* 
“mHmf Llkrary 

Tour inquiry regarding the NAEB Research Committee has been 
directed to me. We have no one at WTTW specifically titled Research 
Director. However, I have been responsible here for coordinating 
the research which affects our programming; I sn moat interested, 

therefore, in the work of your group. 

My previous experience after leaving Gregory Hall with a 
Journalism B.S. some years ago, has been concerned for the past 
8 years with talevision production, commercial until Joining WTTW 
2 years ago. And because a producer must oertalnly keep at least 
one eye and ear toward his audiences, I have naturally been con¬ 
cerned with TV audience and programming research. 

My own research concerns here at WTTW have been in several 
areas. We have sponsored three atudies in cooperation with North¬ 
western Universityi (1) an analysis of audience mail, (2) a mail 
questionnaire survey of WTTW donors, and (3) • broad interview 
project measuring WTTW penetration into the community. I also 
sunmariie to our staff and for our staff and for our publications 
reports of our three Chicago area professional TV audience surveys 
and ratings, as well as the ETRC research projects. 

\ 
We at WTTW feel the need for much more information about the 

'audiences and programs with which we work. We would specifically 

be interested in these areast 

1. What motivates particular educational television program 

viewing by individual*? 

2. What can be found out quantitatively as well as qualitatively 

about total audiences for ETRC progrsms? 

3. What motivates community organisation participation in 

helping to produce educational television programs? 

Raiary ctMa.a 
**•■» X talar Catlap 
UmnoMjr at CkM^R 
L—aaraHy at IHiaaM 

■ 



Dr* Harry Skornia - Page 2 September 10, 19$7 

Obviously we approach these and all our other problems with a direct 
Interest in determining and applying a solution* We face these questions 
daily, and we must provide answers daily. We recognise, however, that most of 
our information about all of them is very incomplete. We are therefore vitally 
interested in whatever research your group may undertake which will prove of 
value to VnV and to educational television everywhere. 

I will be happy to be of whatever help I can be to your Research Seminar 
in furthering these objectives. 

Sincerely, 

Chalmers Marquis 
Program Development 

CMten 



WTTW “WINDOW TO THE WORLD” net II 
CHICAGO EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION ASSOCIATION 

OFFICES AND STUDIOS • 1761 EAST MUSEUM DRIVE • CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS • MUSEUM 4-3800 

JOHN W. TAYLOR 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

OFFICERS 

EDWARO L. RYERSON 

KENT CHANDLER 
VICE PRESIDENT 

LENOX R. LOHR 
VICE PRESIDENT 

RENSLOW P. SHERER 
VICE PRESIDENT 

LESTER ARMOUR 
TREASURER 

ROBERT L. FOOTE 

TRUSTEES 

CUSHMAN B. BISSELL 
MRS. WILLIAM J. BOWE 
KENT CHANDLER 
JAMES D. CUNNINGHAM 
ALBERT D. FARWELL 
EVERETT D. GRAFF 
FRED G. GURLEY 
IRVING B. HARRIS 
CLAY JUDSON 
MEYER KESTNBAUM 
EUGENE W. KETTERING 

LIAM A. LEE 
GLEN A. LLOYD 

LENOX R. LOHR 
ERIC OLDBERG 
GUY E. REED 
JOHN T. RETTALIATA 
EDWARD L. RYERSON 
RENSLOW P. SHERER 

LAWRENCE SIZER 
GARDNER H. STERN 
MRS. J. HARRIS WARD 
BENJAMIN C. WILLIS 
ROBERT E. WILSON 

September 17, 1957 

Mr, Raymond D, Cheydleur, Chairman* 
NAEB Research Committee 
Office of the Director of Radio and Television 
The Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Rays 

Thanks for your letter of September 12. 

The chap in our shop who has been working 
on various research activities is our Development 
Director, Chalmers Marquis* Within the past week 
he has sent to Harry Skornia a very complete letter 
outlining the things in this field which have been 
undertaken here* I think he is your man, and would 
suggest that you secure from Harry a copy of this 
letter* 

MEMBERS 

Art Institute of Chicago 
Chicago Board of Education 
Chicago Historical Society 
Chicago Medical School 
Chicago Natural History Museum 
Chicago Public Library 
Chicago Zoological Society 
College of Jewish Studies 
College of St. Francis 
DePaul University 
Elmhurst College 
Forest Preserve District of Cook County 
George Williams College - 
Illinois Institute of Technology ll.tt.aJ-P 

Indiana University 
John Crerar Library 
Lake Forest College 
Library of International Relations 
Loyola University 
Mundelein College 
Museum of Science and Industry 
National College of Education 
Newberry Library 

hern Illinois State College 
,nwestern University 

Orchestral Association 
Purdue University Calumet Center 
Roosevelt University 
Rosary College 
Saint Xavier College 
University of Chicago 
University of Illinois 

Best regards. 

shames Robertson 

Program Manager 



copy 
Sent for the information of 

Raymond fiheydlaur- 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

14 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

September 20, 1957 

Mr. A. E. Roberts, Director 
Audio-Visual Department 
Western Illinois State College 
Macomb, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Roberts: 

Since we shall have space and budget for probably not over 
about 25 Seminarians, I’m fairly sure that only one from any 
one institution will be permitted. And many, on the basis 
of selection of individuals, may not be represented at all. 
For this is considered as a working Seminar which must be 
of controllable size if it is to accomplish its purpose. 

The selection is made by the Research Committee, to whose 
Chairman I am today sending your letter and comments. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 

HJS:jw 
CC: Raymond Cheydleur 

'ax- 7j) 

Dr. V Keith Tyler 

- ft? 

(jjvv/O 9 



. 

WESTERN ILLINOIS. STATE COLLE6E 

MACOMB. ILLINOIS 

September 19, 1957 AUDIO mUAL iDOCATION 

Mr. Harry J. ^ornia 
IUEB Headquarter* 
U Orogeny Ball 
Urbane, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Skomia: 

I an sorry tl 

material* to you 
a number of new people 
get around to gett' 
attaching to thi* 
worthy of research 
Dr. Ned Reglein, w 

our in*titution ol 

representatives fi 
would also like U 
ing with Dr. Regl 

Am I right i 

of the people in 
from each institu 

their mpmml 1 
will know how to plan. 

Your* sincerely. 

A. B. Robert*, Director A. B. KODerxe, 
Audio-Visual Department 

ABRmJb 

Enclosure 



^Regarding paragraph 2, I would liat the following: 

//.. ■ore research on the relative effectivenesa of 
regular classroom instruction and (i) closed 
circuit TV of same (ii) relative effectiveness 
of closed circuit TV classroom presentations and 
progress specially prepared for TV presentation, 

optimum 
b. research on the Wff length of tine for both closed 

circuit and broadcast TV educational 
presentations for subjects in various areas, i.e.. 
science, social studies, etc. 

A study of 
c. / The elaborateness of closed TV educational 

presentations; this involves amount of preparation 
on part of instructor, size of TV crew, lighting, etc. 
Recommendations gn basis of findings. 

In addition to the above, I wry,Id include research on the effective 
role of closed circuit TT in observation experiences of ♦ laboratory 
school demonstrations in teacher training. ^ 



Southern Regional Education Board 
881 Peachtree Street, N. E. 
Atlanta 9, Georgia 
December, 1955 

Biographical Data 

Name: John Kenneth Folger 

Date of Birth: March 13, 192h, Atlanta, Georgia 

Parents names: Dagnall F. and Genevive M. Folger 

Education: West Georgia College, Carrollton, Ga. 
B. A. (Political Science), Emory University. 
M* A. (Sociology) University of North Carolina. 
Ph.D. (Sociology, Statistics minor) University of North 

Carolina. 

Present Position: Research Associate, Southern Regional Education Board, 
881 Peachtree Street, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia. 

Past Positions: 19hh-k6- U. S. Navy 
19U7—lj.8— Research Assistant, Committee on Southern Regional 

Studies and Education. 
19ii8- Research Assistant, Second National Training Laboratory 

in Group Development. 
19U8-U9- Research Assistant, University of North Carolina 

Radio Research Project. 
19l*9- Research Assistant, Southern Regional Education Board. 
191*9-50- Laboratory Assistant, Social Science Statistics 

Laboratory. 
1950- 51- Research Fellow, Institute for Research in Social 

Science, University of North Carolina. 
1951- 53- Chief, Technical Services Division, Human Resources 

Research Institution, Montgomery, Alabama* 

Membership in Professional Organizations: 

Southern Sociological Society 

Publications: 

American Sociological Society 
American Statistical Association 
Population Association of America 

"Longevity of Retired Army and Air Force Officers", Human 
Biology, (With C. A. McMahan and Thomas K. Ford). 

Future School' and College Enrollment in the Southern Region. 
"Migration and Marital Status", Social Forces, (With Joiin 

Rowan). 



BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 
John K. Folger 
Page 2 

Publications (Cont1 d); 

"Some Aspects of Migration in the Tennessee Valley", 
American Sociological Review. 

Graduates of the Mr Corps Tactical School 1921 J4O, 
Human Resources Research institute, Technical 
Research Report no .15, (With C. A. McMahan and 
S. W. Fotis). 

Confidence Limits Tables for Small Samples of Binomially 
Distributed Data, Human Resources Research institute. 
Research Memorandum no;6. 

Attitudes of Regular and Reserve Officers Toward the Korean 
War, Human Resources Research Institute Report 
no. HR 6 (Classified). 



SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD 

Established 1949 Under Interstate Compact 

TELEPHONE TRINITY 6-6781 

ATLANTA 9, GEORGIA 

881 PEACHTREE STREET, N. E. 

ALABAMA ARKANSAS DELAWARE FLORIDA GEORGIA KENTUCKY LOUISIANA MARYLAND MISSISSIPPI NORTH CAROLINA 
OKLAHOMA SOUTH CAROLINA TENNESSEE TEXAS VIRGINIA WEST VIRGINIA 

September 18, 1957 

Mr. Raymond D. Cheydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 
The Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 

Dear Ray: 

Thank you for your good letter of September 17. I would like very 
much to have Dr. John K. Folger, our Associate Director for 
Research, to take part in the NAEB Research Seminar in Ohio in 
December. You asked for some indication of his "qualifications". 
I am enclosing a biographical sketch. 

Dr. Folger has handled most of our staff efforts concerning the pro¬ 
posed tri-state pilot network project and the exploration of the 
regional network during the past few months. He could make, I be¬ 
lieve, a real contribution to the Seminar. 

What are the dates of the Seminar? I do not know Dr. Folger*s 
December schedule and he is out of town at the present time but 
he probably could arrange to attend. 

With personal regards and best wishes, I am 

RCA:is 

Director 

cc: Dr. John K. Folger 



Founded 1892 

ITHACA COLLEGE 
ITHACA . NEW YORK 

September 25, 1957 

Harry J. SKornla 
Headquarter* 

H Gregory Hall ... ,. ■ n..■ ■> ,.. 
Urbana, Tlllnoli 

RE: NAEB Research Seminar 

Dear Mr. Skornia: 

Inasmuch as we have a small department and art 
attempting to start three experimental educational 
programs in addition to an hour rirfitly of live TV, 
we do not have a person formally responsible for 
research. 

We are strongly sympathetlc to the seminar idea, 
however, and would be interested in participating if 
invited. 

My main experience in this field was a master* 
thesi* (Boston University School of Public Relation* 
an* Communication Arts, 1956), WA Study of Instructiona 
Closed-Circuit Television and Its Acceptance by College 
Instructor*." 

Sincerely your*, 

Royal D# Colie 
Chairman, Radio-TV 

RC/ru 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Alierton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably in December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee in making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill in sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave Alierton ? 

Director* Division of TV, 
Name oi person reporting u Title ~^ 

Representing _ _ 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now in pro¬ 
gress at your station or institution; 

Cof-orisor. .tj.fr n out. of the rvffe nee -response 
device io; sec'- .rinr; prorrrvm pirfilsso 

Cornarison of hreo noth or of t ^acting “ " n /rmal lecture material 
ccnff!rtmi/cuti.on srills o< ’;rsi; loc* 'ire ire television recordings 

•r* x- + s : • ■ n 17 r-i'in.; bo .- y ? 

Name of Research Director (if any)_ 
arre m research 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research; 9H 

at/ 
:-J <A'U'V 

^ ^ r* / 4 i 1 

HEH:Jg 
8/9/57 

} 



WTDS cJLt Patke ^Vaice of ike cJoleJo Public S*Jut*l> 91.3-FM 
PaJio TV Clucahon Pepurimeni ■ tgoi QYeii Central, cJoledo 6, Okie 

— 

JCoftwaoJ 93 ia 

MANKY O. LAMB DOROTHY KIUOOO MILDRED COWILL DOKOTMY MATHINY 

September 18, 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director - MAEB 

University of Illinois 
14 Gregory Hall 
Ur bans, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

NAEB KESEAHCH SEMINAR 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
DECEMBER 9-13, 1957 

After the excellent Allerton Seninar meeting this summer In 
which I reported Dr. Evans' discussion on audience measure¬ 
ment techniques, I realized that any nomination we made from 
Toledo would need to be a person of considerable stature. 
The University of Tbledo has the ideal person, Dr. Herbert 
Ger’uoy, associate professor of psychology. Besides the 
items listed in the enclosed statement of his educational 
and professional historyf in talking with him 1 discovered 
that during his stay at Indians University he ad worked 
with tiie audio- ' sual department in a study of the impact of 
color in visual education. Further, he is deeply interested 
in the problem of research in botd V«Vision and radio edu¬ 
cation. I arc ire that the e-iersements by President Knowles j 

and. Dean Hanson of the ’!niversity were arrives at after pains¬ 

taking analysis of the purposes of the proposed seminar and 
a sincere desire to nominate their best qualified man. 

Mr. hrnold Hanson (Dean of Acadewie s.drlnistratipn^. TTrJl versity 
of Toledo) id also a iii research and deeply- in¬ 
terested in• the uucce i of tl* NAEB R^swarch hjeminar*, In fact, 
duties perm tr he w - 1 ) like to ns/e the privilege of visiting 
some of the meetings ot‘ trie Seminar, if acceptable to you. 

Sincerely, 

Harry D. Lamb 
Director 

■ 
HDLrern 
Enc. 

cc: Asa Knowles 
Arnold Hanson 

Herbert Gerjuoy 



THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO 
TOLEDO 6, Ohio 

£ 
£ 

Z 
1 

OrriCE OF THE. PRESIDENT 

September 12, 1957 

Dear Herryi 

After careful consideration It ha* bean decided 
that the most Stkely pereon to represent the University of 
Ibledo at the NAKB Reeeareh Seminar to be held at the Ohio 
State University December 9 - 13 la Dr. Herbert derjuoy. 

Dr. Qerjuoy Just Joined our faculty ae an associ¬ 
ate professor of psychology. He has done some work in this 
area already and is very eager to participate in this sem¬ 
inar. Both Dean Hanson and Dr. Stansbury feel he is admir¬ 
ably qualified to participate and contribute to the reeeareh 

activities. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(SIGNED) Asa 3. Knowles 

Asa S. Knowles 
President 

Mr.Harry D. Lamb, Director 
Radio-TV Education Department 
1901 Neat Central 
Toledo 6, Ohio 



RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

1. The major need of neophyte broadcast researcher* 1* the statement 
of method in audience survey* both for spread end Impact, together 
with e statement of their reliability as indexes of program value. 
Mot all broadcasters have staff available already trained in re* 
search techniques, and some of those trained in educational re¬ 
search are not trained in survey technique* used by radio and tele¬ 
vision. 

2. A study of program structure in terms of time of broadcast, content 
of broadcast, and audience response in terms of sxtent and impact. 

3. A bibliography of educational radio and televsion research tech¬ 
niques, studiss, and rsports-identified clearly as to methods em¬ 
ployed . 

% 
4. A comparative cost study of educational films, radio, and television 

in terms of the 15 minute and 30 minute unit of time. 

5. A study of the composition of groups and contributors to educational 
television fund campaigns to determine why they give. I9 it a socio¬ 
logically or psychologically different group from contributors to 
other causes? Is it a one time contributing group or an annual con¬ 
tributing group? (Vhat are its dominant reasons for giving? Tax 
exemption, interest in education, prestige, rivalry, moral responsi¬ 
bility, in consideration of the gifts of others, etc.) (I.e.■ does 
it support educational television in reaction against commercial 
television for one year and then lose interest? If so, what are the 
factors for non-support?) 

6. A study of audience reeponse in terms of prestige factors: source 
of program—university or other educational source, Educational Tele¬ 
vision and Radio Center (Ford Foundation), kinsecope-film-livs, 
religious or church group, oivio groups such as/symphony orchestra 
associations, chamber of commerce, unions, N.A?m. Are there value 
Judgments attached to source or content that should be stressed? 

7. An exposition of the limits and values of the demographic picture of 
the audience in comparison with the psychological picture, or a com¬ 
bination of both, or refinements that could be made in applying 
either. 

8. A study of the viewing habits of audiences at varying educational 
levels; at varying economic levels; at varying occupational levsls 
(teachers, doctors, dentists, lawyers, clerks, office workers, maohins 
operators, outdoor workers such as truck drivers and mall carriers, 
etc.) 



rKSIABCH FFOBLEHS (Continued) 
2. 

k. k »tuiy of th. differ«io. In learning by t*l«vltion u 
aiming in th. diwoci, or by fll», or Ulwirtcn “ «***?? 
wiUi the olaasroon fully equipped for the uee of audio-visual aids 

including radio. 

10 k rtudy of vicing habita of .hildran divide aoeording to ag» 
l.Ja* .chool l.v.1, woondc 1...1 with .ubj.otir. r.^»on.. to 
£&/5i of pr^« fwr.. Data -ouldb.i-«..Iy h^lpm 
in th. areas of what kind, of progra*. oould b. .T*. 
chili .udl.no., ho. wall th. child’, P^g™ d«cnda 
graded. Trcm what kind, of progruu th. child to 
•oat readily wh.r. oaltural appellation and »ocial adju.ta.nt ar. 

concerned. 



£ 
I THE WIY1RSITT OF TOLEDO 

TOLEDO 6, Ohio 

ACADEMIC AtetDI ISTRATIQN 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 

Se pteaber 17, 1957 

Mr. Harry D. Lash 
Director of Badlo and TV Education 
1901 faat Central Avenue 
Toledo, Ohio 

tear Mr. Lambs 

I aa endowing herewith an abetract of 
Dr. Otrjuoj'a educational background and profataional 
hialory. You would uae whatever material* are 
appropriate to your purpoa* in proposing Mm aa a 
candidate for the research group which la to seat in 
Coluebua In December. 

I ahould point out further that Dr. Oerjuoy 
haa also dona aome raaaarch in the field of audio- 
▼iaual education and that ha hla»elf haa an lntereat 
in atudying aomt problema related to educational 
talevlalon. 

Sincerely, 

(SIGNED) Arnold law. Hannon 

Arnold Edw. Htnaon 
Dean 

AJSHmo 
Enclosure 



Herbert Gcrjuoy 

Date of birthi April 22, 1929 

Educational History* 

A.B. 1949, University of Southern California 
■ajort, Pre-medical psychology 

cun laude with High Honor, in Psychology 
Honors Advisor* L. I. Travis 
Honors Thesisi Current trend, in electroencephalography 

M# A. 1952, State University of Iowa 
major* Experimental psychology 
Master. Comittee Chairman* Gustav Bergnann 

, _ JJV1** Th* rol» ot hl»toric»l UwfuinMi in 
classical British psychology. 

Ph.D. 1953, State University of Iowa 
major* Experimental psychology 
Doctors Commit tee Chairman* Harold P. Bechtoldt 

. Memmi-tgiioni Primary generaUmmtion in paired associate 
learning as a function of additional ouaa. 

Professional History* 

Sesaarch Aaaoeiata 1953-54, Stata University of low 
ONH grant raaaarchwith Harold P. Bachtoldt 

Instructor, 1954-presert., Department of Psychology, Indiana University 

(aophl^aj^*atc^Ch°l0g7' Introduotol3r Experimental 

-®***4fch 4»»oclate 1955-56, Indiana University Hearing 

-#mlo'yiart 1955^56°r,t0rr' F“U tU® *a,"®r »55, half time 
Air Force Project research 

Clinical Psychologist suner 1956, LaRue D. Carter Memorial 
Hoepital, Ind lane polls, Indiina 
Psychological intern. 

Cowsiltant in Psychology 1956-present, Central State Hospital, 
Indianapolis, Indiana. $ 
Consultant itf clinical research design. Taught course in 

research methods to hoepital staff psychologists. Supervised 

Consultant, HuaRHO, 1957 fall— 
Consult on research design, statistics, programming. 

Clinical Psychologist iusov 1957, LaRue D. Carter Memorial 
Hospital, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Psychological intern. 



Publicationsj 

1 eosneralisation effeete In eueceeiTe dieerUination l«*rnlng 

of low*. *»rch *. 

3 "Two arri three ita. oonfuaion ■•trie** for * jet of three 

English syllable#" by Herbert Gorjuoy. Proceeding of the tn - — 

Ac&desor of Science. 1956, 6£, p. 223. 

, «rnr relation between articulation • core* for speech waaked by 

*«Sf £«“- ». * 
Indiarm University Hearing ajri Communications laboratory. 

L. The sealing of adjectives used to describe P****0"*^* ** 
Arnold Buss and Herbert Gerjuoy, Journal of Cpns^t.lfl& s/c o gj9 

(in press). 

papers at major scientific meetingst 

/ 1 "Response aimilarity in successive discrimination learning as 

a function of rti-clua similarity- by Herbert O^uoy, Western Psycho- 

logical Association convention, Long Beach, California, 7>4 

2. -the su—ilon of paired associate ^-T^^ri^'*11' 
nation affacta- by Herbert Cerjuoy. P*7'h«etrie Society to 
Psychological Association meetings, New York City, 19>m 

3. cf. publication (2) aboeet South Beod, 1955. 

vsfrsztsa. 
Bloomington, 1956* 



■3- Herbert Qerjuoy 

Professional Affiliation 

American Psychological Association, Midwestern Psychological 
Association, Indiana Aeadesjy of Science, Marion County Psychological 
Association, Indianapolis Psychology Soainar, Psychometric Society, 
Acoustical Society of America (American Institute of Physics), 
Sigma Xi, AAAS, AAUP, Psi Chi. A 

Graduate training! 

University of Southern California! Physiological Biochemistry; 

*#mr0l°Corn*ll University (summer session)* Behavioral Anthropology; 
Group Dynamic Techniques. . ... « .4i%¥< 

State University of Iowa* (Psychology Courses)* Action, Emotion, 
& Perception; Fourelations of Measurement; History of Modern Psychology; 
Psychology of Learning; Experimental Social Psychology; Systems of 
Psychology; Pro bless in Psychology; Conte«*orary Viewpoints in Psycho¬ 
logy; Quantitative Methods in Psychology; Factorial Analyaia; Advanced 
Statistical Methods; Seminar in Theoretical Psychology; Research in 
Psychology; Laboratory Techniques in Psychology; Correlation Methods; 
Design of Experiments; Perception; Seminar in Behavior Theory; Seminar 
in Personnel Research Techniques; Experimental Methods in Clinieal 
Psychology; Experimental Study of Personality; Sensory Processem. 

(Courses in other Departments)* Philosophy of Science; Readings 
in Mathematics; Mathematical Logic; Blasents of Statistics; Advanced 
Calculus; Theory of Statistics; Statistical Hypotheses. * 

ftieearch Assistant in Psychology f/52-9/53. (Primarily correla¬ 
tional analysis of data; performing various statistical tests). 

Teaching Assistant, summer 1953. Taught conference section of 
Introductory Psychology. 

Current Research* 

1. and Tau Compared* As Descriptive Statistics, and Testing 
the Hypothesis' of Mo Association 

2. Interpreting Tests of the Significance of Rank Correlation 

3. (with Irma Gerjuoy) Human Probability Awoidanca Conditioning 
with Reinforcers Similar to the Diacriminative Responses 

4. (with Marvin Zuckerman) Verbal Conditioning by Contiguity in 
Responses to Social Ideal Questionnaires 

5. (with Arnold Baas) Response Classest A Problem of Clinical 

Research Methodology 



NAEB headquarters 
V jlA CttAttorv Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

TOi Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives and Associates 

FROM: Harry J. Skornia Ji 
SUBJECT: Data needed for Research Seminar 

DATE: August 9, 1957 

a_ wK-if Af the Research CcM&ittaa, which has just completed meeting 
t tSS., an NAB Research to to bU at otto 

State, December 9-J-3, 1957: 

1) Would you give ue the name of the Research Directs or P®™?? 
r««ooneible for TV or radio (educational) reeearch at your etation 

STSSSSiiTiS. Also briefly li.t hie q^UWaatlon.. 
This is for purposes of identifying research individuals fro® 
all NAEB members for consideration for invitation to parti® P 

in the Seminar. These are only nominations; seiSSiiSE. J* 
made by a Committee which will consider all nominations. We 
3d like as”1 broad a representation as possible to Insure maxima 

value of this Seminar, 

A Seminar Report will be published and distributed, 
other forthcoming research materials now in the planning stag . 

2) Please list any problems which you wish this seminar aigM- 
discuss: problems on which you wish there were data available; 
wLt you wish the NAEB (or someone else) might do in Research, etc. 

3) reel free, please, to make any other suggestions which you think 

aight help make this Seminar moat useful. 

Even very brief replies will be appreciated, if possible before 

September 15. Thanks very much. 

HJS/dfc 



UNIVERSITY OF N I B II A $ K A TELEVISION 

KUON-TV 
Lincoln •, Nebraska 

September 13# 1957 

Dr* Harry Skornla 
Executive Director, NAEB 
19 Gregory Hall 
Urbane, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

This will serve to recommend Dr* Charles 0. Neldt as a 
participant to the NAEB Research Seminar to be held at Ohio 
State, December 9-13# 1957. I am especially pleased to be 
able to present the name of Dr. Neldt, since I am sure his broad 
background in educational psychology, measurements, research and 
educational broadcasting would enable him to make a valuable con¬ 
tribution to the seminar* 

At 34, Dr. Neldt is professor and chairman of the depart¬ 
ment of educational psychology and measurements. Teachers College, 
University of Nebraska. He is co-author of Statistical Methods in 
Educat tonal and Psychological Research, Apple ton-fientury-flross, 
1954• rife Ts the author of articles In such professional Journals 
as the Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of Educational Psy¬ 
chology , Journal"" of Educat Iona 1"anorayehologl cal Measurements, 
Review of LducTTlonal Research, etc. fie has been the research con- 
sultantHTor such special projects as the Westside Community School*s 
"Teaching Seventh Grade Spanish and Spelling with the Use of Tapes" 
and the Department of Economicsi* j>rolect "The Use of Counselors 
for Improving the Lecture Method of Presentation*" 

Dr. Neldt is a member of the Nebraska State Committee on 
Teaching by Tele vis Ion-Correspondence Study. You will recall 
that this project is co-sponsored by the Fund for the Advancement 
of Education and Involves more than 30 rural high schools and 

seven courses. In providing the total education for these high 
school students through television and correspondence study, the 
Nebraska project is unique among all the exp rimentation being done 
in ETV across the nation. As such the Nebraska project may well 
serve as the pilot for small enrollment schools in many states. 
Dr. Neldt Is in charge of all research in connection with the project 

television with a purpose 



Dp. Harry Skornla 2 September 13, 1957 

and the ultimate report to the FAE. In this capacity he attended 
the Philadelphia research meeting recently held by the fund for 
the Advancement of Education. 

In addition. Dr. Neidt is directing a special research 
project for the Educational Television and Radio Center. With a 
special ETRC grant-in-aid. Dr. Neidt and his associates are inves¬ 
tigating the "Differential Reaction of High School Students to 
Teachers in the Classroom and on Television." — this as a by¬ 
product to the over-all Nebraska project. 

Ao $ou see, we Are turning to Dr. Neidt for all research 
in the broadcast area. We are especially fortunate in having the 
services of Dr. Neidt while Dr. Clarence Flick of the Speech Depart¬ 
ment here at Nebraska is on a year's leave of absence in California. 

Because of the two important projects in which Dr. Neidt 
is currently engaged, I am sure he would make a significant contri¬ 
bution to the research seminar as well as enabling University of 
Nebraska Television to benefit from the proceedings through his 
attendance• 

Sincerely, 
> . 

Jack McBride 
Director of Television 

and KUGN-TV 

Jib 

cc - Dr. Charles 0. Neidt 

air mail 



KANSAS 
STATIOKS 

N I VERSI TY OF 
LAVRBNCB. KANSAS 

RADIO 
KFKU-KAMU 

September 11*, 195>7 

Mr. Harry J* Skornia, 
lli Gregory Hall, 
Urbana, Illinois* 

Dear Harry: 

I am catching up on a lot of 

corre^por.denbe wbicTT plied'up while' I was 
gene and I discover your mimeographed 
memorandum dated August ^ wt, ch concerns 

"Data needed for Research Seminar". As 
you knew, Gale Adkins, formerly of the 
University of Texas, has joined our faculty 
and he has been named Director of Research 
for Radio and Television. He is obviously 
the man on our staff who should be considered 
by the Research Committee, and it is alto¬ 
gether possible that you already have this 
information’ but I wanted to send it on to 
you in case you didn’t in order to meet your 
September l$th deadline, if possible. 1 
am dictating this after hours on a Friday 
and otherwise would have called Gale to find 
out if he knew about this, which he probably 
dees* If you want additional information 
I could get it from Gale or you cculd write 
him direct. We are very pieced, as you can 
imagine, to have Gale or. our staif acre. 
We have already had several meetings with 
hiniiana 1 am sure he is going to maice 
wonderful contribution to our efforts to 
provide this region with s< ' rood leadership 
both in broadcasting and in teaching the 

subject. 

Sincerely, 

RF.R:k R. Edwin Browne, 
Director* 



Septesfeer 9, 19$7 

Hr. diehard K. Chapin 
Assistant Librarian 
The Library 
Michigan State University 
bast Lansing 
Michigan 

Dear Mr. Chapin: 

I think Harold mi answered your letter fairly coapletely. 
I*» sending a copy of it, and oar replies, to Raysond 
Gheydl&ur, Chairman of oar Research Gomittee. We*!! hope 
you can rolimtear for tills service. 

Sincerely, 

Harry J* Skornda 
Executive Birector 

HJSsjif 
CGs Raymond Cbeydleur 

Irving Merrill 

_
 



E. Hill 

HEHijg 



Of AGAJCULTUM AND APPlJtD SCIENCE • EAST LANSING 

August 21, 1957 

Dp, Harry J • Skomia 
Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 

14 Gregory Hall 
Urbane^ Illinois 

Dear Dr, Skomia* 

Inrirnr 'terrlll Director of Television Research for our Institution, has 
annroachad as regarding the maintenance and storage of the research 
Sffn “.7r.rVr.dlo snd tension Before -Ring s 

application as * depository for these materials, I would like so«e furthsr 

Information. How many shelf feet, «f>l| ^ndl’ ths*sddl tl one for an 
these reports! How much space 1. needed to handle th. addition, ror^ 
average year! If we can have the answers to these questions, we will 
able to determine If we can administer the reports on the level which you 

would desire. 

Since I did my communication dissertation under Dallas Syth,« J “ If 
famlllar with the quality of the reports Issued by your Association. If 
we have th# physical facilities, I am confident that w. can service th 

materials to benefit all Interested parties. 

Sincerely, 

Richard K* Chapin 
Assistant Librarian 

RSCijlw 
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY SYRACUSE 10. new york 

ADIO AND TELEVISION CENTER 

& 
Saptaabor 11, 1957 

U 
Illlnala 

I fMl * llttla oalf-ooaaoloaa la writing tela 

latter, tet horn goat *aj**j. 

Tte Mat at tea porooa raayoaalhla far B-TT 

raaaarch at Spraooaa Oulroralty 1» at! tar* la 
>art of tea hlogmphlaal akateb I uaad U a raoeat 

Jr. ... (II kla 

graduate work at Pardaa ttalraralty, moolrlag a 1.8. 
la 19h2. After atlltary aorrlaa, ha aooopted aa 
appo lateral aa Oradaate Aaalatant la tea Badlo Popart- 

Mat at Syraoaaa Onlrarolty. Span raoalyt of aa K-A. 

to Spaoch-Badlo la 19*9, ha aaa aarplopad aa aa BMtmoter 

la tho C« partarot. 

"hr raoalaad hla Ph.D. la Maoatloa la 1956. llo 
prlaolpal araaa of atady aara otatlatloa, araauroMot 
aad aaalMtleB, and aailo-ritual odaoatloa. Ua 
dlaaortatlaa utllltod terra aathoda of raaoarohs aa 
hlatorlMl atady, a aoraatlaa aralaatloa at aathoda, 
aad aa orparlMatal a tad/. ("An baalMtloo at Talarlaloo 
Aadlaaoa Mn amraaant Mathada and aa ApplloatlM of 
SoquootUl Aaalyala to tho Talopbooo latarriaw Mathod." 
llaoartatlaa Aha trap to. Tol. m, ho. 10, 1956. 
Patlloatloa KTuilS, Woraflla 56-3117, Aaa Arhor, 

) 



11, 1957 

-Dr. njmrm li eurroatly A.-iataat Profoooor of 
Mlo oad Tolorlolon and Dtrootor of Hoaoarob fop tbo 
Bodlo~?« lortoloa Con tor ot 8yrocuao Itelwiltjr. Ilo 
mjor boochiag oootpuamt boo boon tho dovolopffat 
of graduate oourooo la tolorloloo roooorob oad bo boo 

ouporriood, during tbo loot floo yooro, ovor oaa 
bund rod gradual* roooorob pro>«tn ro^ulrlag tbo 
ooUootloo oad • valuation of frUmry data. Slaoo 1952 
^ b** boon o noobor of tbo Booooroh Ccanlttoo of tbo 
■otlewtl Aoooelotloo of Moootlonal Broodoootoro oad lo 

aov ouporrlslag a «rodooto study aodo pooolblo by o 
groat froa tblo orgoaltatloa. !■ Doportaontol 
HI tor of tbo Hooooroh la Brood ousting" doportnont of 

tbo Joarnol of Broadoaotlag." 

I novo oloo >ot rooolrod o Gront-In-Ald fro* tbo 
Bftnootloool Tolorloloo and ftadlo Contor to pporldo 
support for o roooorob projoet, "A Stody of tbo _ 
Andlonoo Baaoot of Books oad Idooo," oa 1TRC klaoooopod 
irogroa. Tblo projoot otorto oooa oad boo o ©o*plotlon 
dot# of Doooabor 31, 195®, 

lop# tblo information lo satisfactory. Tbo 
oapportod grant to too of onkr grodooto otudoato, 
tbo nlnoogropb off loo no* oad should bo la your 
a foo aoro doyo. 

lo at 

Cordially, 

lawroaoo Kyoro, Jr • 

/f 



School Di*teict or the City or Highland Park 

Highland Park 3, Michigan 

W H P R - FM 

September 12, 1957 

Mr. Harry J* Skomia 
NAEB Headquarters 

lit Gregory Hall 
Urbena, Illinois* 

Dear Harry* 

»• here your of August 9, 1957, reletlre to the Reeeerch Seaiaer. 

There U no neaber of our ■•tiff* qualified for the seminar. In faot, 

we have dam littla staff l 

Va also have no poroblaaa to contribute for the Senlnar to cooaider* I 

fear that we are not being too helpful in thia natter* 

Beat personal regards to yon and all at Headquarters* 

Sincerely, 

Robert A. Sterana 
Systen-sride Consultant 

Audio-Visual - WHHl 
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Dr. Harry J. Skornia 
Executive Director 
National Association of 

Educational Broadcasters 
14 Gregory Hall " " - 1 •' -r "*J ^ I 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Jlarry; 

In response to your communication of an earlier date 
concerning needed data for research seminar, I wish to submit tne 
following information. Mr: James W. Case, Program Director for 
KHMA TV, is responsible lor all research concerning KRMA-TV. I 
would recommend that Mr. C~ae be consulted concerning any problems 
of research. 

We have two research projects now in progress at KRMA-TV, 
namely; (l) public opinion survey in determining television viewing ! 
habits in the city of Denver with particular reference to the viewer- 
ship of KRMA-TV, and (2) television effectiveness of French instruction. 

The actual research for KRMA-TV has been and will be done 
by Research Services Incorporated of Denver, Colorado (a comeercial 
firm) and the Department of Research of the Denver Public Schools. 

We would recommend that the problem to be discussed in the 
seminar mignt be direcred toward a definite 'pinpointing'’ of research 
on the national level. It appears that too many research projects 
are now being made which has a tendency to confuse those of us in the 
educational television area. 

I would greatly appreciate having Mr. James Case represent 
us at this research seminar if possible. 

May I also take this opportunity to extend to you my congratu¬ 
lations upon a very successful Management Seminar neld in Monticello 
during the past month. I felt tnat it was extremely worthwhile and 
great progress was made. 

Very sincerely yours. 

Howard L. Johnson 
HU:vt Executive Director 
cc: Mr. James Case 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
AUerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB Is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
Iaai/a MlATtnn? 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro¬ 
gress at your station or institution: 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

HEH:Jg 
8/9/57 



Community Evening Colleg* 

Community Sorvico* 
Extension Clones 
Correspondence Course* 
Audio-Visual Center 
Educational TV ond Radio 

'Division of 8\tension , Summer Session and Community Services 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE 

1/ 
August 23, 1957 

Dr* Harry J. Skoraia 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
ill Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry Skornia: 

In reply to your communication of August 9, 1957, "SUBJECT! 
Date needed lor Research Seminar." 

The University of New Mexico is now in the process of planning 
an educational TV station, which it hopes to have in operation 
this fall. Research on the experiment in teaching university 
level courses via television to monitor-teacher classrooms at 
the receiving end, and in various towns and cities in the state 
will be under the Director of University TV and Radio, Bemarr 
Cooper. The evaluationist with whom the Director will work is 
Dr. William Runge, of the College of Education of the University. 
Dr. Runge has been an educator for many years, received his 
training in secondary education, vocational education and tests, 

measurements and statistics. 

I have worked for many years in evaluation and teaching by radio 
and television, have had my training in mass conmunication at 
Stanford University and before that was involved in educational 
activities in both Korea and Japan, as well as in the United States. 

As you know, I have recently worked quite closely with Dr. Charles 
Manwiller who has charge of Curriculum Development and Research 
for the Pittsburgh Public Schools. (See the forthcoming report on 
the KAra sponsored workshop in In-Class Utilisation of the Educa¬ 

tional Television Program.) 

One immediate problem on which several of us would be interested 
to have more data would be the motivational factors involved in 
learning by television. Not enough is known about the individuals 
who take telecourses or their reasons for taking these. Research 
indicates unusually fine results are obtained by telecource en- 
rollees when they are subjected to the same type of examination in 
a subject area as that administered in a controlled classroom 

situation. 



Dr. Harry Skornia August 23, 1957 - 2 - 

I hope this reply may be of some help in planning the research 
seminar for December. 

Sincerely yours. 

Bemarr Cooper, Director 
University TV and Radio 

BC 
P.S. Sorry about the lateness of the report on the workshop. 
Getting an FCC application finalised, helping plan the temporary 
studio site and specifications for bids on studio and transmitter 
equipment, directing a one-hour teaching demonstration film on 
radiation biology and teaching a one-week workshop for IV moni¬ 
tor- teachere are partly responsible. 



August 1^, 1^57 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia 
NAEP Headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

As Director of the Radio-TV Bureau, 1 am the person responsible for edu¬ 

cational radio and television research at Arizona State College. 

My qualifications for this phase of my work are as follows: 

1. Academic courses in educational statistics, research seminar* in 

educational radio and television at Ohio State University. 

2. Six months employment st Ohio State University ss s Research 

Associate, January 1, 1952, to May 31, 1952. 

3. I have conducted several unpublished research projects on: 
s) Content Analysis of Network Television Drams 
b) A Study of Research Done in Bducational Radio 
cl Three Surveys of Television Viewing Habits of Elementary School 

Children 
d) A Study of the Adult Education Needs in Columbus, Ohio 
e) Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Telecourse on Crafts for the 

Elementary School Teacher. 

I would be very much interested in attending a Research Seminar, ss we 
are doing an increasing amount of research in this field at Arizona State 

College. 

I think research should be done in the following BTV areas: 

1. Study of Educational Effectiveness of Observing s Classroom via 
Television as Compared to Visiting the Classroom. 

2. Determination of the Influence of Implied Social Values in Network 

TV Drama on the Attitudes of Children. 

3. Determination of Which Aspects of Education Can Best Be Accomplished 

Via TV. 

4. Seeking Specific Correlation Between Use of TV in Education and Cost 

of Education. 

Thanks for letting me know about this. Hope to see you in St. Lcui*. 

Sincerely, 

Richard H. Bell 



naeb educational television management seminar 
Allerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably in December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee in making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill in sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave Allerton ? 

Name of person reporting___Title. 

II cr Representing. 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now in pro¬ 
gress at your station or Institution: 

Name of Research Director (if any). 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

HEHsjg 
B/9/57 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
AUerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB Is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold H1U before you 
leave AUerton? 

Name of person reporting. 

Representing^ Mb trt- 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro* 
gross at your station or Institution: 

Name of Research Director (If any) /'Uvu Lj a// — 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which 
be provided by the proper research: 

HEH:Jg 
8/9/5/ 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Alierton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave Alierton ? 

Name of person reporting. Title. jLu-2%jpL. 

Representing. 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro- 
gress at your station or Institution; 

Name of Research Wn/etarjfvay) Mt iUiMi&ik 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

HEH:)9 
8/9/S 7 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
AUerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957, Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave AUerton? 

Name of person reporting Roy Barthold 

Representing. 
KUHT 

Title Acting Manager 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro¬ 
gress at your station or Institution: 
1. Fund For Advancement of Ed. Project - Exp series 

Evaluation of film impact in Psychology of Research. 

2. ETRC Research Grant #2 
ETV Impact study in terms of depth personality studies 
of audience of frequent viewers vs. non-viewers (b) attitude change - 

as measured by Semantic differential, etc. 
3. ETRC Research Grant #3 - Further Impact studies to be implemented. 

4. Pending NSR study of Impact of Biology Series, etc. 

Name of Research Director (If any) Dr. Richard I. Evans 

Please Ust any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

1. Further analyses of audience structure with respect to specific 

programming. 
2. More extensive analysis of ’’audience educability” - i.e., creating 

interest in programming which has no ’"built-in ” interest for certain 

groups. 
3. Systematic examination of "philosophy of ETV” programming among 

various levels of ETV personnel by intensive cross-sectioned attitude 

studies. 
4. Further examination of the scope of ’’Educational TV” stereotype, etc., etc., 

signed R.I. Evans 

HEH:jg 
8/9/57 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
AUerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB Is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably in December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dir¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave AUerton ? 

Name of person reporting W.J, MURPHY_^ie Coordinator 

Communication Arts Department 
Representing The UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT_ 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro¬ 
gress at your station or institution: 

The University of Detroit is presenting the curriculum for the 
freshman year in its Liberal Arts College as credit telecourees 
with viewing groups on campus and the same teachers are also 
teaching their classes in the classroom. This is an FAE project 
and will be duly reported. 

Name of Research Director (if any) m. t,.v. brett. S.j._ 

Please Ust any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

Specifications for TV 
Reception in the Classroom 
1. Size of screen and 

number of monitors for 
classes of 25, 50, 100, 150. 

2. Placement of audio 
receivers for classes of 25, 
50, 100, 150. 

H£H:Jg 
8/9/57 



University of Southern California 
University Park 
Los Angeles 7} California 
August 20, 1957 

Dear Ferrya 

As you know, T am responsible for direction of redlo- 

pp res^ro^ hare. I ejj^honor^d to be a member of the 

NV3B research committee. 

Here are sone questions that might be discussed by the 

research seminar: How may research activities be of more value 

to all educational broadcasters** How mey they be of more value 

to station management? How nay research personnel increased in 

ability, number, and stature during the coming years? How may 

research personnel study the internal operations of their stations? 

How may they increase the necessary information about the audienoes 

and the non-audiences of their stations? 
r-i' 

Teaching Typemrtttdng Through Television by 7illiam R. Pasework, 

a eopy of which you sent me the other day for aostracting, was 
V*mSh*, 

abstracte: by ite earlier this year c*FFca3re^ ^neet series 

X as number 26. Other abstracts will be coning along soon. 

Many thanks to you and your people for the very swift 

remittance of expense monies. The 3peed was amazing! 

Very best wishes to you. 

Cordially, 

Kenneth TTarvood, Chairrcan 
Department of Telecommunications 

enclosure 



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

J " 

TELBVUiON STATION . WXAA-TV 

Dear Harry i 

In answer to your nano of August 9, our Director of Research la Dr. Irrtng 
Merrill, who has his A.B. from Cornell University, M.S. in journalism from 
the University of Illinois, and Ph.D. in communications from the University 
of Illinois. He was an instructor in speech at Iowa State College in 191*5; 
director of radio and manager of the university educational radio station, 
University of South Dakota, 191*6-50; instructor in journalism and communica¬ 
tions, University of Illinois, 1950-5h, while working on his doctorate. 
Since 1951 he has been our Director of Research and Promotion for r«AR-T7, 
Michigan State University. I ara sure that you are familiar with his research 
activities and with the various reports and studies we have done, several 
of which have been under NAEB grant and with NAEB assistance. 

) 1 think the Seminar might discuss the problem of developing research studies 
I to evaluate the relative audience interest and effectiveness of different 

types and kinds of educational, programs on a qualitative basis. I know that 
there are some studies moving in this direction; but I believe that educa¬ 
tional broadcasting in general should put a prior emphasis upon qualitative 
research and audience learning and enlightenment studies rather than quanti¬ 
tative and numerical measurement factors. 

I am confident that Irv will have his own suggestions and ideas for additional 
problems and questions for discussion should he be selected for participation 
in the Research Seminar. 

Beet always. 

Director 
ALH/im 

August 12*, 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia, Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
lh Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 



TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 

PHILADELPHIA 22. PA 

ANO Dt^AR I'MINT OF JOUNNALItM 

AOMINirruATION AMO COMMUNICATION* 

August 16, 1957 

Professor Harry J. Skomls 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
University of Illinois 
lii Gregory Hall 
Urbane, Ill. 

Gear Harry* 

There are two men on our staff handling various research pro¬ 
mts for Temple University, one of which is nyself. 

Professor John B. Roberts, Director 
Radio-TV Division 
Temple University and 

Educational Consultant to 
Radio and Television 
Radio Station VFIL 

I am directly in charge of the graduate and undergraduate pro¬ 
gram here at the university, and supervisor of ressarch project* 
for the commercial television station* During the oast six years 
we have completed at least eight research projects for WFIL. These 
projects concerned such activities as early roming listening and 

. viewing, proper handling of news on radio with reference to the fre- 
j quency length and content of programs, music preference, etc. 

Dr. Delwin Dusenbury is now supervising graduate theses in the 
field of research• He has a number of graduate students under his 
immediate supervision. 

Sincerely yours. 

John B. Roberts, Director 
Radio-TV Division 

JBRsams 



NON-COMMERCIAL - EDUCATIONAL 

Administrative Offices - 275 N. W. 2nd Street - Miami 36, Florida 

DADE COUNTY BOARD OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION - LICENSEE 
COMMUNITY TELEVISION FOUNDATION OF SOUTH FLORIDA, INC. SPONSOR 

August 16, 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Skornia, 
Executive Director 
National Association or Educational 

Broadcasters 
14 Gregory Hall 
University or Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dean Harry: 

In response to your memo or August 9, 1957, regarding 
THE NAJfE ON OUR RESEARCH DIRECTOR TO ME CONSIDERED EOR 
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROPOSED SEMINAR ON 
RESEARCH AT OHIO STATE DECEMBER 9-13, PLEASE ACCEPT 
THE POLL OWING INFORMATION: 

Hr. Frank Sloane is our Director or Research por the 
Board or Public Instruction. As such, he also has a 
RESPONSIBILITY TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON RADIO AND TELE¬ 
VISION Education, teaching effectiveness. audience 
RESPONSE, COMPARATIVE COSTS, KT CETERA. Hr. SLOANE BIB 
HIS 0RADUATE WORK AT THE UNIVERSITY OP CINCINNATI AND 
WAS POR SEVEN TEARS MEAD OP THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT POR 
the Cincinnati Public Schools. Hr mas been head or the 
Research Department for the Dade County Schools for the 
PAST FIVE TEARS. 

Mr. Sloane is a Phi Beta Kappa and in addition to his 
TEARS OP EXPERIENCE IN RESEARCH HAS A BROAD UNDERSTANDING 
Or THE FIELD OP GENERAL EDUCATION. 

One or the problems I would like to have discussed at 
the Research Seminar is the establishment or a reasonably 



Dr. Barry J. Skormia -2- Anvar 16, 1967 

VALID HE TWO D OF AUDIEMCE CHECK, WHICH CAM BE HAMDLED MT 

THE AVERAGE EDUCATIOMAL 8TATI0M AMD WHICH 18 MOT SUBJECT 

TO THE VAQARIE8 AMD AMBIGUITIES OF THE COMMERCIAL SERVICES• 

I HOPE THIS IS THE IMFORMATIOM TOU ASKED FOR IH TOUR 

MEMO. 

See you boom. With all good persomal wishes• 

SlMCEPELT TOURS, 

VB:BZ VSR MOM BROMSOM, 
Director 



4001 W McNICHfHft HOAD • UMIVIMITV 1*000 

OtTftOIT SI. MICHIGAN 

August 16, 1957 

Mr, Harry J. Skomia 
NAEB Headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Skomia: 

I have received your request for the name of the 
person responsible for Radio and Television educational re* 
search at the University of Detroit* I should like to subisit 
the name of our production manager, Mr. Wayne Bundy* 

During the past two years Mr. Bundy has been at 
the University of Michigan working under Ed Stasheff and he 
has conducted several research projects that examined the 
effectiveness of educational television. If the committee is 
interested in looking further into his qualifications, I will 
be glad to provide further details on the work he has been 
doing in educational television during the past ten years* 

Sincerely yours# 

William J. Murphy 
Director, Radio & Television 
University of Detroit 

WJMshf 



STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

August 19, 1957 

Dr. Harry Skornia 
HASP, 14 Gregory Hall 
University of Illinois 
Urbans, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

This refers to your communication of August 9 relative to the 

HAEB Research Seminar scheduled for December 9i13* 

I would like to submit my own name for consideration for invi¬ 
tation to participate. I believe you, as well as the rest of 
the committee, are familiar with my qualifications, so perhaps 
I do not need to elaborate. Specifically, so far as research 
is concerned, our station has conducted surveys on a limited 
basis from time to time, and while they are uaually done by 
members of our staff, I am in the position to direct them. I 
am intensely Interested in this problem and I believe that it 
la important to all NAEB stations. One of the questions which 

I usually comes up concerns the educational broadcasting stations* 
j services to the majority of listeners or to a minority group. 

I would like to see this question discussed. 

If there Is any data you need please let me know. 

81ncerely, 

Carl H. Menter 
Director, WSUI-KSUI 

CHM/pgh 



August 19, 1957 

The University of Kansas City 
Kansas City lO. Missouri 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
EVENING DIVISION 

Mr. Harry J. Skomia 
NAEB Headquarters 
1U Gregory Hall 
tfrbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Skornlat 

This is in reply to your for. letter of August 9. 

1. Th. psrson re^on.lble for rf 

sr.'sawii: g-ft W1„ 
Shepherd State College, during 19^U . • beginning of 

££5£SSv£u :.'o~.u, 
Radio has included aU phases *xcep * public address, phonetics, 
Other fields of interest ^^J'^^UguTge/^d adult 
linguistics, the teaching of English as a foreign g * ' 

education* 

, r«.SS-3SSliS= 
[ telarision. 

Tours truly, 

CJ Sterens 
Director of Radio mi Telerision 

CJS/dc 



RICHMOND AREA UNIVERSITY CENTER, INCORPORATED 
ELLBN OLASOOW HOUII, ONE W*«T MAIN »T., RICHMOND 20, VIEOINIA 

AFFILIATED INSTITUTION* 

20 August 1957 IIFIItl 4MIE»IV’| TI4IIIH ICHOOl 
MAMrDIN-IVIMBV COLLI4I 

MIBI.AL Onilll OF TIEEINIA 
• A N DOlF M ■ M A QOIf COLLBOE 

UNIOM T ■ BO LOO 1C AL tlEKAIT 
FKITMIITT OF IUEMFII 
OMimilTT OF VIEOIIIIA 

ICAEB Headquarters 
li Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Gentlemen t 

Thank you for your mimeographed notice of August 9 relative 
to the Research Seminar. 

1. Mr. Paul K. Helm, Coordinator of the Center, is responsible 
for our operations in the field of radio and television* Mr. 
Heim is qualified in the technical field by virtue of training 
at C.R.I.I. in Washington and several years employment in radio. 
Us axperienoe in the field of education Includes menagiag tbs 
Evening College of Richmond Professional Institute, and serving 
for eons eight years as Assistant to the Adainietrator and lataly 
Coordinator here at the Center, #iere he ie responsible for adult 
education, vtiiting scholars, etc., as mall as educational radio 
(through the cooperative FM station) and educational television 
(through Richmond Education Television, where he serves as Member 
of the Board and on several committees). 

2. Problems ms encountered Include determining service radius, 
promoting UHF In a VHP area, and of course, financing. 

3. Here in the Richmond area we ere developing an interesting 
program in the cooperative use by several institutions of a 
single’s institutions FM transmitter, using tape and separate 
studios. 

Very sincerely yours, 

iff 
/ ■ 

Paul I. Helm 
Coordinator 



nsas Mate Lo 

Manhattan, Kantat 

August U, 1957 
Division of Extension 

Department of Radio and Television 

Mr. Harry J. Skomia 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 
14 Gregory Rail 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry? 

In answer to your Auguat 9 request for poasible research personnel 
to participate In the sealnar Defteeber 9-13 I should like to autoedt the 
o*ae of Dr. Foreat L. Whan. I don't think I need to elaborate too ouch 
on hia qualifications because of hia reputation among broadcasters, 
commercial and educational. 

For over twenty years he has conducted surreys on a regular basis 
for V1BW, Topeka, Kansas, and WHO, DeaMoines, Iowa. Additional surreys 
hare been made in the Southwest and New England areas. He la in constant 
demand by commercial firms as a consultant. 

I'm sure Dr. Whan would be an asset to the seminar and hope his 
nomination is acted upon favorably. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth S. Thomas, Head 

Department of Radio and Television 

KBTtvlb 



KETG 
CHANNEL **** M1LLBROOK BLVD . IT LOUII *. MISSOURI 

.. i 099f 

August 15, 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia 
HAEB Headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

The only person available at KETC who has 
bad any experience with research is me. I 
m> not suggesting that I mi qualified, but 
I think I could provide some stimulating 
conversation which would enliven this 
particular ivory tower. 

Sincerely, 

George L. Arms 
Operations Manager 

'Sy* 
‘IK 

Ip 
•A- 



ANN ARBOR WHOM .,7-c ©1.7 M.C. 

FLINT WFUM 107.1 M.C. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICH. 

August 15# 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia, 
NAEB Headquarters, 
1U Gregory Hall 
Urbana. Ill* 

Subject: HASB Research Seminar, Dec. 9-13# 1957* 

Dear Harry: 

There Is no one person associated with our organisation in the 
role of Research Director. However, since I think many of our 
experiences in determining audience reactions and in the study 
and promotion of-schoolroom programs could be shared with value, 
I would like to recommend that William Bender, Jr* of our staff 
be considered as a representative to this conference* 

Mr. Bender’s qualifications, briefly: 1) one year with the 
Bureau of Educational Research, Univ, of Colorado, 2) studies 
on radio program-acceptance, chiefly by schools, and 3) wide 
variety of historical research (for use in documenting and 
preparing scripts), the last two in his capacity as Script 
Editor and, unofficially. Station Relations director of WUOM* 

Cordially, 

E.Gr. Burrows 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Allerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave Allerton ? ^ 

Name of person reporting^ 

Representing. 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro- 

Please list any problems on which you wish yoU had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

HEH:Jg 
8/9/5/ 



EMPIRE STATE FM SCHOOL OF THE AIR 
RAOIO CENTER - SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

SYRACUSE 10. N. Y. 

James A. Fisxows, Executive 

August 19, 1957 

Buffalo. N*w York 

PottI A. Mfllor 

SUSSl* 

T. Jumm Anorn 

M^^LSTnow York 

Goorgo W 
WKIP 

bVtUk!. Now*Yock 

r. Robort Otnm, Vloo ProobWot 
Rim and Oram* BnoSwUm < 
ImSmMt. Moor York 

S£1 

Nathaa C Houth worth 
Dtat. Supt. of School, 
Koat Bprtasfiold, Now York 

KlVik 
WSYR 

Frank L. York. Pufclwhor 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia, 
NAFB Headquarters 
i4 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Skornia: 

■ 

The School of the Air does not have a Re search 
Director. By virture of our location at Syracuse 
University Radio*Televition Center, we frequantly 
call upon Larry Myers, its Director of Research, 
for any problems. 1 suspect you already have his 
name as part of the Syracuse University entry. 

Sincerely, 

JAF/dp James A, Fellows 

Troy. Mow York 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

WUNC-TV , Channel 4 

* 

in CMAPSI MILL * Norik Carotin* State College of Agriculture end Engineering in halucm » The H omen’s College in cuimumio 

CHAPEL HILL 

August 20, 1957 

Harry J. Skornia 

NAEB Headquarters 

14 Gregory Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry; 

I have your memorandum of August 9th, concerning nominating 

a person to attend a possible seminar on research in radio and 

television. We shall certainly want to nominate a person, but 

considering the vacation period now facing us, we may not be 

able to decide upon the nominee prior to the September 15th 

deadline. Earl is Urbana now, of oourse, and he tells me he 

will discuss this with you if possible, but we want to send this 

letter along to indicate our intention to name a person so that 

you will reserve a place for us at any seminar which may be set 

up. 

With kindest regards. 

* 

JT/cm 

John Young 

Sincerely, 



metropolitan educational television association 
nraORPOIATBD 

"M E T A*’ 

84ft BANT 48 »T*tB*T • NBW YOIIK 17. I». Y. 

August lli, 1957 

Dr. Harry Skornla 
iaticnal Association of 

Educationsi Broadoasters 
Oragory Hall 
Urban*, Illinois 

Dear Harry* 

We hare not yet appointed a research director and 
for the aoeient these functions are mine. So you’d better pet as 
doen to reoeire any Information on this subject. 

I hare one project rery dear to ay heart which we 
hare not yet been able to execute and I would appreciate soae 
adrice on it. We want to set up a statistically >0™* 
of about 1.000 names to receire a Weekly prograa schedule in the 
fora of a three-fold postcard. The third fold is ‘ returnjpo.V-^ 
card on which these people can rate programs. 
St the mailing list grow at random until it reached 2,000 «r 
3*000 names and then we would ask Klme Roper or some similar out¬ 
fit to construct a proper sample cerering all socio-soon c 
groups and so forth. What do you think of this? 

If we could get some consistency in the way these 
research efforts are approached we might get some ralid transfer 
ef results from one city to the other. 

With kindest personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

KAHtbes 

E. A. Kungerford, Jr. 

i 



v" 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

3.4 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

TOt Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives and Associates 

FROM* Harry J. Skornia 3\ 4'k'* 
SUBJECTS Data needed for Research Seminar 

DATE! August 9, 1957 

On behalf Of the NAEB Research Comr.ittee, which has Just completed meeting 

t193?i# ** ^ IUiwch Smimr t* be held ift . ...... ^ 

1) Would you give us the name of the Research Director or the person 
responsible for TV or radio (educational) research at your station 
or institution, please? Also briefly list his qualifications. 
This is for purposes of identifying research individuals from 
all NAEB members for consideration for invitation to participate 
in the Seminar. These are only nominations; selection will be 
made by a Committee which will consider all nominations. We 

would like as broad a representation as possible to insure maximum 
value of this Seminar, 

A Seminar Report will be published and distributed, along with 
other forthcoming research materials now in the planning stage. 

2) Please list any problems which you wish this seminar might 
discuss* problems on which you wish there were data available; 
what you wish the NAEB (oar someone else) might do in Research, etc. 

3) Feel free, please, to make any other suggestions which you think 
might help make this Seminar moat useful. 

Even very brief replies will be appreciated, if possible before 
September 15. Thanks very much. 

d° n0t h*V* a r,se,rch Director at our school. *11 8uch work 1. don. 

<r supervised by myself. Tex Smiley 

director of H*dio 

Kansas **tate Aeachers College 
amptria, Kansas 

HJS/dfc 



Indiana university 

BLOOM I MO TON INDIANA 

August 15, 1957 

Dr* Harry J# Skomia 
Executive Director 
national Association of 

Educational Broadcasters 
XU Gregory Hall 
Urban*, Illinois 

Dear Harry i 

Replying to your latter of August 9, the Radio and Television 
Department at Indiana University does not have a research 
director as such. I an listed to tea oh our Speoial Projects 

and Thesis courses in the Graduate Sahool and probably would, 
therefore, be the person nost concerned directing research in 
this Department* However, Professor George C* Johnson alee 
supervises quite a bit in this area, largely along the Usee 
of educational broadcasting# 

Sincerely, 

Elmer 0# Sulser, Director 
Radio and Television Comma!cations 



OFFICE or THE ASSOCIATE PROVOST 

DIRECTOR. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES 

MIAMI l NIVE18ITT 

OXFORD <RU*> 

August 16, 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia 

NAEB Headquarter® 

University of Illinoi® 

14 Gregory Hall 

Urban*, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Skornia: 

Mr. Stephen C. Hathaway Director of our Radio-Television Program 

here at Miami ha* referred your memorandum of August 9 to me. As Direc¬ 

tor of the Experimental Study in Instructional Procedures here at Miami Uni¬ 

versity, 1 am directly responsible lor the TV instructional program and re¬ 

search on teaching through television. Dr. Laurence Siegel, Assistant Direc¬ 

tor of ESIP is our evaluation a-alyst lr the program *od responsible, under 

my supervision, for the actual researi n activities. Dr. Siegel is a Psycholo¬ 

gist, with special training and experience m the field oi e a’uation. Conse¬ 

quently, if you wanted someone to disc use research findings and who was 

thoroughly at home with the research techniques and vocabulary, Dr. Siegel 

would be the person best qualified of the staff here. My own training and ex¬ 

perience is chiefly in the curriculum field, including curriculum research. I 

am more directly interested, however, in improving ways and means of tele¬ 

vision teaching than in the actual measurement of learning per se, 

I hope the above information will be helpful to you in planning the 

NAEB Research Seminar for next December. 

Sincerely yours 

F. G. Macomber Director 

Experimental Study In Instructional 

Proc edures 

FGMdnn 



naeb headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

TOt Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives and Associates 

FROM: Harry J. Skcrnia Ji 
SUBJECTi Data needed for Research Seminar 

DATE: August 9, 1957 

On behalf bf the NAEB Research Committee, which has Just B^^n* 
. s, an NAEB Research Seminar to be held at Ohio to plan, among other things. 

State, D«e«rtar 9-13 > 19571 

1) Mould you give us the name of the Research Director or the P«reon 

responsible for TV or radio (educational) research at your station 

or institution, please? Also briefly list his 

This is for purposes of identifying research f^iLte 
all NAEB members for consideration for invitation to 
in the Seminar. These are only nominations; selection, will be 
made by a Committee which will consider all nominations, we 
would like as broad a representation as possible to insure maximum 

value of this Seminar* 

A Seminar Report will be published and distributed, along with 
other forthcoming research materials now in the planning stage. 

2) Please list any problems which you wish this seminar might 
diecuss* problems on which you wish then, were data -pliable; 
what you wish the NAEB (or someone else) might do in Research, etc. 

3) Feel free, pleaso, to make any other suggestion which you think 

might help make this Seminar most useful. 

Even very brief replies will be appreciated, if possible before 

September 15. Thanks very much. 



ft A DIO STATIONS 

& 
AM 

640 KILOCYCLES 

FM 

MEGACYCLES 

U'' THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 

NORMAN• OKLAHOMA 

August 15, 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Skoraia 
NAIB Headquarters 
14 Gragory Hall 
Urbaoa, Illinois 

Daar Harry: 

In response to your mimeographed latter concerning the NAKB Research 
Seminar I am sending the Information you requested. The person respon¬ 
sible for research here is Jess Burkett, Director of our School-of-the 
Air and Assistant Manager of WNAD. Jess has been directly responsible 
for all radio listening surveys originated and completed by WNAD and 
in addition has been responsible for Extension Division-wide research 

for our Dean, Thurman White. 

So far as I know he is the only person at the University of Oklahoma 
who is fully qualified to initiate, complete and evaluate radio and/or 
television research. 

Since 1 am leaving for Detroit on Friday and will not be back for two 
weeks I am hurrying this reply off to you in order that you will have 
It by September 15. Off hand I do not think of any special problems 
on which ve can use data at the moment. If after further consideration 
problems are uncovered, I will send you more information after I 

return to Norman. 

Sincerely, 

Hugh M. Mix, Director 
Educational Broadcasting Services 

IMt/bh 



"THE OLDEST STATION IN THE NATION" UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON 

August 13, 19*7 

Mr* Harry J. Skornla 
■in 
1U Gregory Hall 
Urbans, Illinois 

Dear Harry* 

It say bs a little while before we can contribute anything 
specific by way of nines and ideas for the Research Seminar. 

The School of Journalism has hired a new nan who Is expected to 
give a good deal of his tine and emphasis to research In radio and 
television communications, but just how much tine will not be settled 
until he gets on the job mid gets sons orientation* Bruce Weetley of 
the School of Journalism has been supervising this area for the past 
year or so but prefers to Channel hia efforts In other direction*, so 
right new we don't have someone who could be called Research Director 
In this field* 

Depend upon it, 1*11 notify you as soon as things take shepe* 
If the new man Is all that we hope, we shell be most eager to have him 
participate in the ssminar if possible* 

With Rgy Stanley away. Bill Harley is taking on additional dutiee 
as acting Director of our Television Laboratory, which means that he 
will have responsibilities in this area, ani I n asking him to think 
about some of the topics and pr obi sms which should be considered by the 
seminar* Perhaps he will hsrre some suggestions to offer before September 

Sorry I won't be seeing you next week. Ruth and I are heading for 
the Canadian Rockies with an old Illinois school mate of mine and his 
wife* 

Cordially, 

H* B* McCarty 
Director 



RADIO STATION KFJM 
1440 KILOCYCLM 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA 
GRAND PORKS 

August 29, 1957 MEMBER NATL ASS N. 
OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

Mr. garry J. Skomla 
Executive Dlreotor, NAEB 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

In answer to your memo regarding data needed for research seminar 
dated August 9, 1957, here is our reply. 

1. We have no researoh director at present other than myself. My 
qualifications in research are based on ay doctoral work wherein 
I participated in several public opinion surveys to gather data 
for ay dissertation. I do nbt believe it is likely that I could 
attend the seminar even if I were qualified. 

2. We are especially interested in several problems: 
(A) Information on educational program types most preferred at 

given hours of the broadcast day; for example, is 4:30 a 
good time for children*s programs, reading programs, lectures, 
or disousslons. 

(B) When are the peak listening periods during the day. 
(C) Are there any better education program types aside from music 

most preferred by listeners; for example, is drama a favorite; 
what about documentary, short talks. Interviews and so on. 

(D) Do educational stations tend to provide "relief programs* in 
contrast to the fare offerred by commercial stations. 

(E) Do educational program audiences tend to be cumulative; that 
Is, are there large numbers of different people reached at 
different times; or does the educational program audienoe tend 
to be both small and unchanging. 

3. Regarding researoh, you may recall that Dr. Roslow suggested at the 
NAEB radio programming seminar that educational broadcasters might 
seek assistance in establishing educational research programs for 
schools of commerce, business administration, etc. Are there any 
case studies or examples showing the advantages and disadvantages 
of such cooperative efforts. 

That*s all I can think of at this moment. 

Best wishes to you and the gang at NAEB. 

Sincerely yours. 

Myron M. Curry 
Director, KFJM 

HMC:me 



STUDIOS—UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
TRANSMITTER—EDISON TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

COMMUNITY TEliVISION MtVICl 

flATTil 5, WASHINGTON 

August 16, 19$ 7 

Harry Skomia 
NAEB 
li* Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Ill. 

Dear Harry* 

Since we have no one at the station who haa 
concerned himself with research, and since we 
hare a lot of things currently more important 
to us — like trying to operate — we have no 
bomination for anyone from here for the 
Research Seminar, 

Thaaks and regards, 

Loren B, Stone 

Univynity •( Washington Kl^ C-My W«~l. 
Wnt. iMnnkr S..nl. C.IU*. J..HI. P»t>ll« Ub.«y 



August 199 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Slcornia 
NAEB Headquarters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbane, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Skornla* 

meeting. 

rasa? s ss sstsrffsLsatrawgjg- 

from Michigan. He will oe wore ng addltion to his educational 
guldanee of Dr. Willis at nionig • -Mai experience in 
background, h. haa had aeveral yeara of commercial experience 

radio and television. 

I would be the aeoond par.on « 

S5fco2;ral 

LSituon^io^;:^ <“>“ 
field of* communlcatlana. The atudy 

that gained the moat publicity waa an W^luatlon of «l«ng 

■^£5££^SHSm.*sm 
S^^saEsysari wsaa 

Cordially yours. 

Edward C. Lambert 
Director of Television 3; 

ECLsms 



Educational Television and Radio Center 

2320 WASHTENAW AVENUE 

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 

y August 20, 1957 TELEPHONE NORMANDY B-B47B 

Dr. Harry J. Skomim 
Executive Director 
national Association 

of Educational Broadcasters 
Ik Gregory Hall 
Urbans, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

Thanks Much for calling to ay attention the dates for the NAKB 
Research Seminar. I will try to hold December 9 through 13 clear as I, 
of course, appreciate the opportunity to participate in this nesting* 

In suggesting names to you I an quite aware that you are 
acquainted with many or all of the following, but, perhaps, in an lnstanoe 
or two ay mentioning them may serve as a reminder: 

1. Dr. Steven Withey 
Survey Research Center 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

2. Dr. A. V. For shay (Wells has a newly de- 
Executive Office of the veloped research interest 

Horacs Mann-Lincoln Institute in this fisld which could 
Teachers College be encouraged.) 
Columbia University 
New York 27, New York 

3. Dr. Louis Smith 
Graduate Institute of Education 
Washington University 
St. Louis, Missouri 

(Lou is a Minnesota psy¬ 
chology graduate who has 
been alot of help to us, 
a good resource.) 

L. Dr. Wilbur Sc hr aim 
Institute for Comsunication 

Research 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

(I am sending under separate 
cover s copy of his research 
audience study. I rather 
hope he will be free to come 
to Columbus at this time.) 

I wonder if Morrison or any of the boys connected with research 
in the CBC could attend? It's my iiqpression that they know what they are 



August 20, 1957 

doing* Suppose I just iist a bunch of last names and if any of them 
fail to ring a bell, I can give you the dope on them if you are further 
interested: Adams, Evans, Kindak, Carter, MacLean, Kumata, Berio, 
Deutchamaxm, Carpenter, Geiger, Sokol, Kretsinger, Heath, Becker, Flick, 
Howland, and Griffith. 

I will look forward to this conferenca, and if I can be help¬ 
ful in any way, please call on me. 

Sincerely, 

inland W. £rary 
Director of Education 

HWCsals 



& 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS L) N I \ L R SI T't 

DeKalb, Illinois 

September hr 1^57 

Dr. Harry J. Skcrala 
Executive Director 

NAEB 
ljt Grocery Hall* 
Urban a. Ill. - '• 

Dear Harry: 

Havinflr lust returnee to my desk after an •*- 
naming j ^ T rrm nezlic-ent In answering 

Nor purposes of the Res-Hrch Seminar f?r Which 

thl3 Lr.fonr.etl on is n- ^ded, let r Northern 
nilDoU Uni versity has nc one, t o my know L g , 

felling under this c las* Lfl c a: . vr . 

at this point 1 have no particular suggestions 

to make as to croblem* the seminar might discuss, 

other than my time-worn topic 
Children’s television. The problems In this phase 
of ETV are sc extensive that they coul . we 
Such more research than heretofore has been made. 

Thank goodness, T see that replies *r!„Tm<’if 

prior to September 15. I * *»* *s a" 1 "lght 

y a '4»<Hi 

Sincerely yours. 

William G. Dcchterman 
Director of Radio-TV 



TWIN CITY AREA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION CORPORATION 
CHANNEL 2 

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL 
MINNESOTA 

Building TSA—Boom 110 

Uutwhy of Minawoto 
St Paul 1, Minnesota 

Midway 0-4010—Ext MO 
Midway 4-1045 

omciM 

Jeaw a Piuamm. Jfc. 
SMrWar* 

August 30, 1957 

Dr, Harry J. Skomia 
XAEB 
lii Gregory Hall 
University of Illinoia 
Urbana, Illinoia 

Dear Harry, 

In reply to your letter of August 9, 1957, may I nominate 
for the NAEB Research Seminar Dr, Vfa. A, Mindak. Mindak ia an 
Aaat. Professor at the University of Minnesota (B.S., M.A. and 
Ph.D. from Illinoia) Wio ia now conducting a very fine study 
here for ua on a grant from the ETRC and another grant from the 
University of Minnesota, He ia experienced in the field, having 
been heavily involved in the Army Pictorial Center studies of. 
Television mid has also hsd TV Research work aa Consultant for 
Foote, Cone and Balding and for. Campbell-Mithun. 

I believe Mindak would bring a great deal to the Seminar 
as well as derive benefit from it* 

Sincerely, 

John C, Sehvarswalder 

Director 

JCS/slm 



RADIO/TELEVISIO 

ROBERT F. SCHENKJCAN kV STIK I a, TEXAS 

August 27, 1957 

Dr. Harry J. Skornla 
Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

Concerning your letter on the NAEB Research 
Seminar coming up in December, R. C. Norris handles our 
television and radio educational research. He is Assistant 
Director of Radio/Television. He has an MA, and is about 
half way through his PhD at the University of Michigan. His 
chief endeavor in this area has been to analyse the audience 
for the various educational programs which we produce here. 

Sincerely, 

RFSap 

R. F Schenkkan 
Director 



•OWL I NO a KEEN, OHIO 

eoa IT 

Network Mgr. HASB 
llj rjrsgery Hull 
University of Illinois 

Urbans, Ill* 

August *, 1#7 

Dear Hr. Hilli 
Please discontinue shipment of tapes for the duration of the summer. 

We are off the air until the week of Sept. 73. Be sure to get us back of 
the wailing list for that week. That's WBOU, Bowling Green State Univer¬ 

sity, Bowling Oreen, Ohio* 
Bfcoloeed is our ordef for the fall quarter* 
Beaewber the stud) of 10 Watt Finances done by the wan at West 

Virginia a few seasons ago? Maybe someone could do a similar stu<$r of 
financing of the many closed-circuit operations now springing up. It 
would be eery Helpful in proving s few things to deans as our somewhat 
later set-jpe are being planned. Hsa the suggestion along to anyone 

who wight make something of it. 

Cordially, 

Sidney 'Stone 
Director WBGU 

S. 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
AUerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably in December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee in making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill in sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 
leave AUerton ? 

f 
Representing, 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now in pro¬ 
gress at your station or institution: 

Name of Research Director (if any). 

Please Ust any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
he provided by the proper research: 

HEH:jg 
8/9/57 



NAEB EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Allerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB is planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur¬ 
ing the Management Seminar and return to Harold HUl before you 
leave Allerton ? 

Name of person reporting GERARD APPY Title Assoc, Dir. 

Representlng Univ. of Georgia Center for Continuing Education 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now In pro¬ 
gress at your station or Institution: 

NONE 

Name of Research Director (if any) Dr. M. w. Collin_. 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

ETV Audience Impact studies 

ETV Audience Composition 

Relation of audience measurement of ETV to commercial audience 
measurement 

Study of importance of credit factor on ETV adult ed. pgms. 

H£H:jg 
8/9/57 



3 v NA£B EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
Allerton Park, August 19-25 

1957 

The NAEB la planning to conduct a Research Seminar at Ohio State 
University, probably In December, 1957. Your answers to the ques¬ 
tions below will be helpful to the planning committee In making the 
Research Seminar successful. Will you please fill In sometime dur- 
lng the Management Seminar and return to Harold Hill before you 

leave Allerton? 

Name of person reporting. tmtMm Title. Hor - 

Representing. -- 

Please describe briefly any broadcast research projects now in pro¬ 
gress at your station or institution: 

/o •//«</ r©<itonS ^or illitfrs 

Q * d /fa /Htfil cT 0/1 C < ^ — CCOVtOK*!^- 

rac/t) pile heft o -f Copm ^ui(I^ 

ftp*- 

f/sH Name of Research Director (If any). 

Please list any problems on which you wish you had data which might 
be provided by the proper research: 

i ■Msfts'ls af Sol/,*$ £TV T 
(elantifle mwrmiit ef BfT station andlt- 

A ' (in to conduct such a research project) 

3* Mr of BIT staff organizations and their duties 

4. Study of asdleaea lapaet and reaction through proaotioa. 

HEH:Jg 
8/9/57 



Purdue University 
• TAT ION W I A A 

LAFAYETTE. INDIANA 

August 29, 1957 

Hr. Harry J. Skornia 

Executive Director 

NAEB HEA09UARTER8 

14 Gresort Hall 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: 

In answer to your memo of August 9th. 

1. Dr. Warren F. Seisert is the TV program 
Research Consultant for Purouc. His 
TRAINING CONSISTS OF THE BACHELORS IN EO- 
UC A TION, THE MASTERS IN EDUCATION (MAJOR 

IN Guioance AND COUNSELL I ns), Ph.O. IN 

Psychology (major in Industrial, minors 
IN GUIOANCE AND IN SENERAL-EXPERI ME NT AL 

PSYCHOLOGY ). 

2. Dr. Seibert suggests as a starter: I) the 

PROBLEM OF INTEGRATING RESEARCH FINDINGS — 

THE ’•FRAMEWORK'* INTO WHICH RESULTS MAY BE 

FITTED AND FROM WHICH TESTABLE HYPOTHESES 

MAY BE DRAWN. 2) I WOULD LIKE TS HEAR OTHERS' 

IOEAS CONCERNING THE SELECTION PROCEDURES 

TO BE USED IN CHOOSING ETV "TALENT*. 3) I 
BELIEVE THAT TV STUDENT RETENTION OVER PRO- 

TACTED PERIODS OF TIME NEEDS INVESTIGATION 

(small joke). We have hopes that our Cal¬ 

culus GROUP MAY SERVE AS A "GUINEA PISw 

sample for one stuoy of this sort. 4) I 

HAVE BEEN WO NOERING WHAT CRITERIA, IF ANY, 

WILL SHOW GREATEST TV VS. CONVENTIONAL 0 IF- 

FERENCES. WE KNOW THAT THE CUSTOMARY CRITERIA 

REVEAL LITTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO 

SEPARATELY TAUGHT GROUPS, YET MANY INSIST THAT 

DIFFERENCES EXIST — PERHAPS THEY OO. IF 

OTHERS HAVE I0EA8 CONCERNING THE DIFFERENCES 

AND THE AREAS IN WHICH THEY OCCUR, THESE 

SHOULD 6 E VALUABLE. IF RESEARCH SEARS 01 BEARS OUT 
» 

~f WBAA<»"» 



Harry J. Skornia 2 Ausust 29, 1957 Mr. 

2. THEIR HUNCHES, WE WILL BE IM A BETTER POSITION 

TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF TV EDUCATION. 

Seibert is ooinb an excellent job for ub - he woulb be 

A REAL CONTRIBUTOR AT THE RESEARCH SEMINAR. 

S I NCERELY, 

JSMihn James S. Miles 

Director, tfBAA 



KXEiO STATION 

KWSC 
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON 

&y 

OWNED AND OPERATED BY 
THE STATE COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON 

5000 WATTS - 1250 KC 

September 1957 

Mr. Harry J. Skornia 
NAEB Headquarters 
14 Oregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Harry: _ _ 

Your memorandum regarding the Research Seminar arrived during 
my vacation. No harm occurred I Judge since you Indicate 
your request for reply by September 15 and I will meet 
that deadline. My answer will be very brief indeed since 
we can lay no pretentions to having a research director 
responsible for TV or radio research either at KWSC or at 
the State College of Washington at the present time. 

A year ago, Mark Munn, now of WGN, Chicago, was with us 
conducting extensive "nose counting" research for us. 
However, he has moved tc'greener pastures in the commercial 
field, and we have mad** no replacement providing for 
research. Munn's Job was not full time, or even primarily, 
research. As a result, we are in no position to nominate 
any one from Pullman for consideration at the December 
Seminar. This I regret very much because I have a long¬ 
standing conviction that more research has been needed in 
educational broadcasting for a great many years. This does 
not lead me, however. Into a voluminous detailed list of 
suggestions of research projects that I would like to see 
done bv NAEB or by someone e’se fo whom the idea may be 
suggested by NAEB. 

Fundamentally, I would like to se^ motivational research in 
depth made available to us for ktj! dance of our activities. 
I have heard rumors on numerous occasions of motivational 
research being done at the behest of advertising agencies 
and sponsors. Perhaps the projects don't Justify the 
designation of motivational research In depth. Perhaps 
the information cannot be obtained in any event. Collation 
of material, however, would be highly valuable if it is 
extant and obtainable. Otherwise, is it possible for NAEB 
to get involved In research that can help us to find out how 
to capture and attract the attention of the listening public 
with materials designed for serious purpose? Obviously, 



Page 2 
Mr. Harry J. Skornla 

there are many varieties of such materials. A start with any 
of them would b^ valuable. I think the nose-counting surveys 
could be left to the individual stations. But that which 
penetrates more deeply into the way in which people react 
or can be persuaded to react probably is too costly to be 
conducted by any one Institution. In any event, I believe 
that facts of this kind which are obtained should be 
available to all Institutions. 

Cordially yours. 

AM:nd 

Allen Miller 
Station Manager 



tounoio in iai» 

'liirhmond 2? Virginia 
iugist U, 1987 

Mr. Harry J, Skornia 
NAJSB Headquarters 
14 Oregory Hell 
Urbanna, Ill* / 

Deer Mr. Skornia, 

Thank you for your letter of August 9 on behalf of the WAiqi k«*«areh 
Committee requesting the name of the Research Director at our station 
and asking fbr the listing of any problems which it is desired that 
the HAXB Research Seminar study. 

It happens that I am the only research director at our station but I 
entertain no illusions that I should necessarily be considered for 
maabership on an XAXB Research Seminar. It does happen that I shall be 
on sabbatical leave during the next soholastio year and that I hare 
been employed to do radio and television research during my sabbatical — 
and that means I shall probably, in faot definitely, be asking you for* 
oounsel and advice as I outline and carry through the research project. 

In addition to my work here at the Seminary I am a member of the Board 
of Directors of the Riohmond Rouoational Television Association (whioh 
at present, is pushing an active local program that will eventuate, we* 
hope, in the setting up of our own ITT station), a member of the Conmittee 
on Mass Conunmi oat ions of the iresbyterian Churoh, 0.3., and a member of 
the Radio Committee of the Broadoaeting ana Film Connies ion of the 
National Counoil of Churches. 

I have been engaged by the Committee on Maes Connunications of the 
Fresh -terian Church, U,S. to make a study of our denomination's present 
use of radio and television) of the anticipated long-term trends of the 
whofield of radio and television) to rtudy the proposed uses of radio 
and television by other religious groups) and to recomnend ths course 
of action in regard to raaio and television the rresbyterian Churoh U.S. 
should follow in the light of the above. ' 

The operating fund fbr this surrey will run in the neighborhood of 110,000.00 
*iloh underscores the faot that all concerned expect it to produce some 
really worthwhile results. 1 do oovet your advice as I enter upon this 
undertaking ,—and if there is any investigation of mutual benefit to us 
both that I could incorporate, I would be quite glad to do so. 

As fbr problems for researoh study, one problem whioh oonoeras me in 
regard to our etation (IM) is the whole field of children's radio orocrwaa . 
the extent to vhioh a listening audience of children can be built up * 
what kinde of programs are most effective, the best kind of promotion, etc. 

With the hope that I may be able to confer with you personally in the not 

too distant future, I am 

Sinoerely youra. 

Robert White Kirkpatrick 
Dlreotor, Audio-Tisual Center 



NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

14 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinoia 

TOt Managers and/or Directors, NAEB Actives and Associates 

FROM! Harry J. Skornia 3\ -Ms* 

SUBJECT* Data needed for Research Seminar 

DATE* August 9, 1957 

On behalf Of the NAEB Research Committee, which has Just ccmpleted^meeting 
other things, an NAEB Research Seminar to be held at Ohio 

9-13, 1957* 
to 
State, 

1) Would you give us the name of the Research Director or U*> P”eon 
responsible for TV or radio (educational) research at your station 
or institution, please? Also briefly list his qualifications. 
This is far purposes of identifying research individuals fro® 
all NAEB members for consideration for invitation to participate 
in the Seminar. These are only nominations} selectiofl. will be 
made by a Conmittee which will consider all nominations, we 
would like as broad a representation as possible to insure maximan 
value of this Seminar 

A Seminar Report will be published and distributed, along with 
other forthcoming research materials now in the planning stage. 

2) Please list any problems which you wish this seminar 
discuss* problems on which you wish there were data availably; 
what you wish the NAEB (or someone else) might do in Research, etc. 

3) Feel free, please, to make any other suggestions which you think 
might help make this Seminar most useful. 

Even very brief replies will be appreciated, if possible before 

September 15. Thanks very much. 

Dr« S. M. Kennedy, Jr. 
Chairman, Radio-TV Committee 
Texas Technological College 
Lubbock, Texas 

HJS/dfc 



Suggested Budget 

August 12f 1957 

X© Meals and Room 

lo Luncheon and Dinner*, 30 parsons 
at $li o 00 par day for 5 days 

2o Heating Rooms, $10o00 per day for 5 days 
3g Sleeping Rooms, Deshler^Hilton Hotel 

20 in double rooms at $12*00 per day 
6 in single room at f8©0Q per day 

XI« Staff 

lo Seminar Director 
2© Technical Assistant for Director 
3© One Group leader 
So Four Full»Time Resource Persons © $250®0Q 
5b Four Special Resource Persons ® $100«00 
6. Four Short-Period Resource Persons @ $50*00 
7a Two Clerk-Typists 

XXI© Supplies and Equipment 

Ho Staff Travel - 6 persons @ $X25o00 each 

V© Participant Travel (300 mile® or under at own 
expense, over 300 miles, 3# & mile or one half 
first-class railroad fare®) 

VI© Contingency Fund 

VXIo University Overhead 

N.AoE.B. 0®S«Ua 

1 600.00 
50.00 

600.00 
ZliO.OO 

V&BZB 

$ 300o00 
150o00 

150o00 
650o00 600©00* 
200©00 200o00 

200o00 
200©00 XOOoQO 

$1,200.00 $1,550.00+ 

100.00 

750.00 

1,500,00 

360,00 

600.00 

$6,000©00 

*■ The Graduate School of The Ohio State University will contribute up to 
$350oC0 to two special resource people if their appearance is scheduled in 
©pen lectures© 

* The University0® contribution to the Seminar© 

(Received FSU, Sept© 9, 1957) 
(Copied FSU, Sept© 10, 1957) 



TO 2 Bur-ton Paulu, President, NAEB 

FROM: Raymond Da Cheydlenr, Chairman, Research Committee 

EEs Minutes of the NAEB Research Conference • Chicago 

DATES August 20, 19$? 

In response to your request of July 31* I am forwarding a copy of 
the minutes of the NAEB Research Committee conference held in 
Chicago, August 7 and 8a Extra copies are enclosed for distri¬ 
bution to the Board at its meeting in St* Louis 0 

For convenience I have attached several other items for your 
referene©5 

Item 1 NAEB Research Committee Minutes 

Appendix A Responsibility and Functions of the NAEB 
Research Committee «» Statement 

Appendix A-l Excerjt from the Board of Directors Meeting - 
Gotham Hotel 

Appendix A~2 

Appendix B 

Appendix C 

Appendix D 

Appendix E 

Appendix F 

Tentative Policy Statement by Cheydlenr t© 
Paulu, March 20 

Revised Grants«>In-AId Announcement 

Revised Grants~In»Aid Instruction Sheet 

Seminar Proposal Ohio State University 

Seminar Budget Proposal 

Summary of NAEB Research Grants-In-Aid, August $ 

1 am sorry you were unable to meet with us, but I realise at the same 
time it would be impossible to cover every NAEB committee meetinge 
However, it is my personal feeling that you would have greatly appreci¬ 
ated the many efforts and contributions made by each member* Part of 
the excellent progress, moreover, was due to the fact that Harry 
Skornia spent two days with us, keeping us clear of certain entangle^ 
mania, filling us in on valuable background infonaation0 

Cordially, 

O Raymond D« Cheydleur, Chairman 
NAEB Research Committee 

ccs Board of Directors 
Members of the Research Committee 
NAEB Headquarters 



NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE MINUTES 

August 7* 1957 

Meeting was called to order at 9*15 a.m0 in Room 1105, DelPrado Hotel, 

Chicago by Chairman Cheydleur with members Adkins, Becker, Coleman (ex officio). 

Flick, Harwood, Merrill, and Tyler present. The committee was joined by Exe¬ 

cutive Director Skornia who remained with the committee until the meeting was 

completed,, Cheydleur requested Merrill to be secretary for this committee 

meeting® 

The first item of business was a discussion of the function of the re¬ 

search coKsaittee® Cheydleur requested Tyler to take the notes of the dis¬ 

cussion (Appendix A-l, A~2) and prepare a final statement for Resident Paulu 

which when submitted later was accepted with minor amendments. A copy of the 

statement is attached as Appendix A to the minutes. The next item of business 

dealt with the question of a member as to the relationship between the research 

activities of the ETRC and the NAEB# Skornia pointed out that the official 

policy of the Center at present limits its research activities to studies of its 

own programs and programing. The NAEB research committee after some discussion 

reached the decision that the research activities of the NAEB are broad in scope 

as indicated in the past by the NAEB monitoring studies, for example, and that 

the committee can bast fulfill its function by spelling out a comprehensive 

long range program of research. The NAEB research committee feels that our re¬ 

search plans should be known to the Center as a matter of interest and that any 

concurrent and cooperative action on the part of the Center would be welcome. 

On a matter of funds the research committee has approximately $8,000 at its 

disposal, it was reported by Director Skornia, which is arrived at as follows: 

$3,000 NAEB Research Seminar fund, 1957 

$3,000 NAEB Research Seminar fund, 1958 (approval to spend in 1957 
received from Kellogg) 

$2,000 Grants-Xn-Aid and other research budget 

$8,000 Total 



Deducting Si,200 as the approximate expense of this meeting and the amount of thOO 

which amounts to a 5% overhead charge made against this amount by the University 

of Illinois9 the total remaining sum available to the committee amounts to $6,li00o 

The committee decided that the priority of expenditure of the $6,2iOO remaining 

should be first the Research Seminar, but that a minimum of $500 should be set 

aside for the Grants~In«Aid project* This means that the money is availableo 

for Gran.ts-In-Aid, but that the committee will spend it on Grants®In-Aid only if 

a worthy project or two appears® If none appear it may be spent by the committee 

in other ways® 

The Grants*»In«Aid program itself teas considered in some detail and at the con°» 

elusion of the discussion Chairman Cheydleur appointed Harwood and Adkins as a sub~ 

committee to revise the announcement folder and the detailed instructions for 

entryo The report of the subcommittee was accepted substantially as submitted* 

A copy of the revised announcement folder Is attached as Appendix B, and a copy 

of the detailed instructions as Appendix C® 

In discussion of expediting the announcement and processing of the Grants-In- 

Aid program it was decided that the announcement folder should be sent to all 

members of the NAEB and to the APBE0 The Mews Letter should be requested by the 

Executive Director to request members to pass along the announcement folder to 

persons interested in doing special research if the station personnel themselves 

are unable to apply for special project fundso Ho other changes in processing the 

Grants-XnWLid were made® 

The committee discussed the need and possibility of establishing a library 

for all existing research in the field of educational broadcasting* It was de~ 

elded to explore possible centers where such material could be kept* Several 

committee members volunteered to check possibilities at their own institutions* In 

reviewing the suggestion that a board of three competent research consultants be 

made available to advise the research committee on major projects on a continuing 



- 3 - 

basis* the committee after discussion rejected the suggestion® The committee 

felt that consultants might better be secured as necessary on a case by case basis 

should the need arise® 

In discussing the necessity for obtaining some outside funds for purposes 

of continuing research the committee recognised this necessity and felt that such 

funds could best be obtained after a challenging program of research had been pre¬ 

pared® It was thought that the research seminar might well result in such a for¬ 

ward looking program® 

At this time the discussion of the desirability of adding a full-time director 

of research to the NAEB headquarters along with a budget to support his work was 

carefully considered© During the two day research meeting appropriate functions 

for such a position kept arising to the attention of the committee® Among these 

duties were (1) maintaining an up-to-date £LXe of foundations and funds whose 

purposes include supporting educational broadcasting research* (2) the systematic 

dissemination of information on important educational broadcast research to all 

interested members including the Fact Sheet service© 

Director Slcomia had with him several important new research studies which had 

not yet been summarised for the Fact Sheet® Several of the members of the committee 

took them in order to prepare such summaries in the near future© In discussing a 

previous project of the research committee* that of preparing a manual on broad¬ 

cast research techniques, Becker agreed to do a section on telephone coincidental 

studies as a first step in collecting such materials for a manual© The committee 

unanimously agreed that the title for such a manual should be a "Primer of 

Broadcast Research Techniques"© The title was suggested by Tyler® 

Merrill was requested to follow through and investigate the conditions of 

purchase from the A© C® Nielsen Company for the NAEB of data from NCS #2 which 

pertains to both educational radio and television stations in the United States® 

The committee recessed at $i\$ pQm0 and reconvened at 9 a®m© August 8th© 



It 

The first item of business was the presentation of the proposal Of Chip 

State University to conduct for the N&EB the proposed research seminaro Re^ 

presenting Ohio State University w Professor Franklin Knower® A copy of the 

proposal is attached as Appendix D* and a copy of the proposed budget as Appendix 

E® The proposal ms accepted with pleasure by the committee and the December 

dates suggested ware approved® 

It was decided that the title of the seminar should be wThe MEB Seminar on 

Broadcast Research”s There followed a discussion of possible full and part time 

consultants with the members of the committee suggesting to the representatives 

of Ohio State certain priorities in which these persons should be contacted® The 

committee then made a tentative listing of persons who should attend as participants 

In matters of administration it was agreed that Keith Tyler would do moat of 

the work in setting up the seminar and that ha would arrange if possible to make 

purchases and expenditures on behalf ©f the University of Illinois so that no 

overhead charge by Ohio State University would be necessary® Tyler would use the 

policy directives suggested by the committee at this meeting t© guide him in pre¬ 

paring the program for the seminar and would consult with Chairman Cheydleur and 

Director Skornta on matters of detail in which he felt the need of advice® The 

task of selecting the participants would be the responsibility of the research 

committee and would be carried out in the following manners Director Skomia 

would prepare an announcement of ihe seminar on behalf of the committee which 

would fes forwarded to all educational broadcast stations requesting nominations 

for those to participate® These nominations would be turned over after the 

deadline to Chairman Cheydleur who would then poll the coismittea membership m a 

basis of selection® Secretary Merrill m& directed to fUrnish a list of suggested 

participants to Tyler for information purposes® There being s© further business 

th® comittee adjourned at 2 p0m* 



Respectfully submitted! 

/a/ Irving R. Merrill 8/13/57 
Irving R» Merrill 
Temporary Secretary 

* Skornia -ma to poll the management of both educational radio and television 
stations as to their estimate of research needs in time to turn the replies 
over to Tyler as an aid in planning the seminar agendao 



Appendix A 

RESPONSIBILITY AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NAEB RESEARCH COMMITTEE - STATEMENT 

"The responsibility of the Research Committee lies -within the 

broad area of research in educational broadcasting whether 

carried on by the Association or by its members 0 Its specific 

functions within this area are policy recommendations* research 

leadership* stimulation and encouragement* project planning* 

coordination* interpretation* information exchange and pro¬ 

fessional improvement* 

Its policy reconcnendations are in relation both to the 

Association end to the broad field* It provides leadership in 

defining research needs and in suggesting research programs for 

meeting these needs* It seeks to stimulate and encourage 

significant research activities wherever they may be located* 

It plans and implements specific research projects -where 

necessary* It coordinates the research activities of the 

association and its conmittees* It relates and interprets re« 

search whether carried on by the Association and its members 

or by other agencies* It fosters research information exchange 

and* in cooperation with appropriate groups* encourages and 

sponsors conferences* seminars, and workshops for professional 

growth and stimulation*” 

Approved by Research Committee 8/7/57 
Chicago Conference 



Appendix A-l 

EXCEPT FROM TUB) MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 
Gotham Hotel, New York© January 18,19*20, 1952 

Page 31 

(1) The Board adopted the following statement in regard to the NAEB 
Research Committee and the Director of Studies* 

(2) FUNCTIONS OF THE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 

In consultation with the Director of Studies and such other individuals 
as it may choose, the Research Committee shall formulate plans for research 
related to all aspects of the NAEB®, After full consultation, the Director 
of Studies and/or the Committee shall make research recommendations to the 
Board® The Committee shall be advisory to the Director of Studies rather than 
administrative in character® Therefore, the Director of Studies shall be 
responsible for administration to the Board© 

NEED FOR FULL INFORMATION BY DIRECTOR OF STUDIES 

(3) The Director of Studies shall be consulted before any official correspondence 
concerning research emanates from the organisation® 

EXTENT OF AUTHORITY OF DIRECTOR OF STUDIES 

(M All research of NAEB shall be under the general supervision of the Director 
of Studies® The authority of the Director of Studies and the Research Committee 
shall include the screening of all research proposals to foundations® 

Copied August 19, 1957 
Florida State University 



Appendix A~2 

TENTATIVE POLICY STATEMENT BY CH^CDLUUR^feTch 29, 19S7 

During the first part of the year. Burton Paulu requested a general statement 
be prepared to determine and explain the function of the IIAEB Research Committeeo 
Until such time this group c°uld meet, the following paragraph was submitted 
for consideration. 

It now needs to be edited, revised, etcn 

"The functions and operations of the Research Committee are handled by 

a seven-man committee appointed by the President of the Association,, 

The research objectives of the committee seek to constantly sift and 

winnow that material which is of interest and help to educational 

broadcasters• Its specific interests include: the constant examination 

of basic concepts and the interpretation of data; the sponsorship of 

research through the graduate centers by financial help through its 

Grant*s-in-Aid program; through holding seminars as needed, to review 

each year the needs of the committee, the research needs of NAEB committees, 

those needs of IIAEB Headquarters, and of educational broadcasting in 

general; and the study of long range problems connected with the future 

of this committee’s work." 

On March 20, Harry Skomia made the following remarks: 

"In all references I*d delete "7-man" from description of the Committee, 
leaving this flexible*" 

"I*d put "devising and encouraging original investigation" ahead of any 
sifting and winnowing statement e" 

Copied August b, 19S7 
Florida State University 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 
Uj. Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING FOR AH NAEB R -SEARCH GRANT-IN-AID 

Form of Applications 

Applications must be submitted in nine copies and should consist of two 
main sections* as follows? 

Section I (should be limited to one or two pages) should state as a whole 
the following: 

1- The substantial benefits ‘bo education and broadcasting (radio and/or Tv) 
that reasonably may be expected to result from this study* 

2- The hypothesis of the study* 
3- The problem of the study. 
li'^The relationships of the proposed study to existing studies. 
5»The sources of raw data* and materials and procedures of the study* 

Section II should indicate the following information: 

1- The expected date by which the following will be submitted to the NAEBj . 
(a) two copies of the full report of the study* (b) nine copies of 

& 600«work abstract of the full report, and (c) two copies of a financial 
report* together with any unexpened NAEB funds. 

2- A statement of the names and titles of those who will serve as active 
consultants for the project* will supervise the research* and will 
execute the details of the study. 

>A budget of all items that will be provided for the research* indicating 
(a) what will be provided by the applicant* (b) what additional amounts 
are needed* (c) what will be provided by sources other than the applicant 
and the NAEB* and (d) what is proposed to be provided by NAEB. Amounts 
of §^00*00 or less may be provided by NAEB. 

U—A statement that no grant funds will be expended for (a) administration 
of the grant* (b) space mod ordinary facilities of the institution, 
(c) or purchase of capital equipment* 

5«The expected date by which a final financial accounting of the use of 
the grant funds will be made to NAEB. 

6-The understanding that the NAEB has first right to publish a report of 
the study if it so desires* with all other publications rights retained 
by the grantee* provided that such publication bear acknowledgement of 
the grant* 

7~Ths approval and acceptance of the grant by the institution* 
8~The approval and acceptance of administrative responsibilty for the 

study by the head of the department in which the work is to be done* 

Submission of Applications 

Applications must be submitted to Raymond D« Cheydleur* University 
Broadcasting Services* Florida State University* Tallahassee* and mast be 
postmarked not later than December 31* 1957* Grants will be announced on 
or about February 15* 1;'58* 

Revised-Approved 8/7/57 
Chicago Conference 



Educational Broadcasters, the National Project on Agricultural Communications, 

and research centers in educational institutions should constitute a part of 

the Seminar review* 

Hie need is equally great at the local level0 Educational radio stations 

have not been able to develop a systematic research program in relation to their 

broadcasts, audiences, and educational purposes® While special surveys have been 

undertaken at various stations, none has consistently maintained a continuing 

research program nor maintained regular research service* Primarily this has been 

a reflection on the constant struggle for financial support and the tendency to 

put available time, attention, and money into programs rather than into such 

"extraneous" functions as research or promotion® 

The establishment of educational television stations with their higher costs, 

greater dependence upon public support (and what appears to be a higher educational 

potential than radio) has focused more attention on research® While few stations 

have full-time research services, several have established research projects and 

carried on a variety of studies in relation to audience size and composition, 

program evaluation, and audience needs* But these studies, in most cases, have 

depended upon the availability of special financing or of graduate students willing 

to make such studies® 

Research, then, in both educational radio and television stations tends to be 

a part-time activity of persons with other responsibilities* Such persons are not 

always able to keep up with the latest thinking in the field or to avail themselves 

of newly-developed techniques* Even when there is a full-time research worker there 

is a need for the exchange of ideas and techniques because the type of research 

most helpful to educational broadcasters is in the process of development and wide 

experimentation and comparison is essential* Because there is reason to believe 

educational television and radio stations may in the future play a more vital and 

less peripheral role in the educational process of their institutions, the need 
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becomes even more acute. 

A Seminar bringing together the research personnel from the various stations 

with stimulation and technical assistance from experts in a variety of related 

social research fields is an urgent requirement at this crucial time in the de¬ 

velopment of educational broadcasting. 

General Features of the Seminar 

It is proposed that the Seminar be held at the new Ohio Union, that lunch 

and dinner be provided there as a part of the group experience and that housing 

accommodations for staff and participants be in the Deshler«Hilton Hotel ~ a short 

direct bus ride from the Ohio Union* 

Alternate dates suggested are November 18 to 22, December 9 to 13, or 

January 13 to 17* The suggested duration of the conferenca is five days from 

Monday through Friday* 

It is assumed that the Seminar would involvo a group of twenty participants 

from educational broadcast stations throughout the country* Staff would be of two 

types: those remaining through the Seminar and involved in the progressive de«* 

velopmant of the program, and short-term specialists, brought in for particular 

phases, for only a day or two* 

The Ohio State University would develop the program cooperatively with the 

National Association of Educational Broadcasters and its Research Committee* It 

would be responsible for administering the Seminar and for furnishing a part of 

the leadership* 

Objectives of the Proposed Seminar 

It is proposed that the Seminar be planned to contribute to the following 

objectives: 

* To give a broad perspective to research efforts by presenting 
the social climate in the United States in which typical 
problems of broadcasting are fosteredo 
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2# To delineate the varied areas of research appropriate to 
the educational radio or television station in its 
coverage area# 

3a To delineate a series of significant problems of mutual 
concern to both commercial and educational broadcasters 
which might be cooperatively studied and financedo 

lio To suggest critical communication research studies of 
nationwide scope which require large-scale financing# 

5o To familiarise participants with a wide range of available 
research techniques appropriate for study of broadcasting 
problems on both local and national scales * 

Approved 8/7/57 
Chicago Conference 



Summary of 

NAEB RESEARCH GRA2?TS-in-AID, 1956-57 

Appendix F 

Institution 

Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 

Brigham Xoung Univ0 

Purdue University 
Lafayette, Xnd® 

Syracuse University 

Ohio State Univ® 

Univ. of Minnesota 
Minneapolis 

Michigan State Uhiv0 
East Lansing 

Area of Research Alloted 

To compare the listenership of the $300o00 
campus radio station WOUI-FM with 
the listenership of the campus 
radio station WOUI-AM, to determine 
the effectiveness in terms of maxi¬ 
mum service vs funds expended* 

Would closed-circuit TV provide an 200*00 
answer to the problem of overflow 
audiences at college basketball 
games? 

To determine the position of WBAA 300o00 
in relation to the inpact of TV 
in the Lafayette area and to com¬ 
pare present findings with those 
of a year ago to determine 
whether WBAA has improved its 
position? 

To study the problem of courses 100*00 
of study via TV in reference to 
university policies and pro¬ 
cedures for selection, adminis¬ 
tration, production, and evalu¬ 
ation of such instruction* 

To study the extent to which parents 160*00 
of children from five to ten or 
eleven years of age exercise control 
or supervision over the TV programs 
watched by those children* 

To survey certain audio-visual 225oOQ 
equipment available to Minnesota 
schoolso 

To determine which matched group of 2l5oOO 
controlled situation students will 
utilize material more thoroughly 
#ien the material is presented 
primarily by sight *. .primarily by 
sound.•.and in a control situation* 

Due-Date 

Nov* 31, 1957 

Withdrew after 
formal approval 

June 30, 1957 

Aug* 15, 1957 

Completed 

August 5, 1957 
RDC 

$1,500*00 
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